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A new estimate of uncertainty associated with global carbon dioxide 

emissions from fossil fuel consumption 

R. J. Andres  andresrj@ornl.gov 

Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 

 

A new evaluation of the uncertainty associated with the global total of carbon dioxide 

emissions from fossil fuel consumption is based upon approaching the data from a 

different perspective than that used by Marland and Rotty (1984, Tellus 36B: 232-

261).  This new evaluation is based upon quantifying the qualitative national error classes 

shown in Andres et al. (1996, GBC 10:419-429). 

 

Global total emissions for the years 1950 to 2010 were calculated from the sum of 

emissions from individual nations plus an additional term which accounts for emissions 

not tabulated by each nation (e.g., bunker fuels, Andres et al., 2012, Biogeosci. 

(submitted)).  The uncertainty on this global total was then calculated from  

 

sqrt(summation((flux*uncertainty)^2)) 

 

where the summation is done over all nations.  The result of this calculation is the mass 

of uncertain emissions in a given year.  Repeating this calculation gives an uncertainty on 

global fossil fuel emissions of 2.6 to 4.8% (2σ) for the years 1950 to 2010. 

 

To examine an implication of this new uncertainty estimate, it is propagated into the rest 

of the global carbon cycle.  For simplicity, this uncertainty is accommodated entirely 

within the terrestrial carbon sink and we conclude that the terrestrial carbon sink may be 

smaller than previously estimated. 
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Radiative impact of African combustion aerosols using updated 

combustion emission inventories for 2005 and 2030 

E.M. Assamoi, assem@aero.obs-mip.fr and C. Liousse, lioc@aero.obs-mip.fr  

Laboratoire d‚Aérologie, Université de Toulouse, CNRS ; LA (Laboratoire d‚Aérologie), 

France 

J.E. Penner  and L. Xu,  

Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic, and Space Sciences, University of Michigan USA 

P. Criqui  and S. Mima,  

LEPII UMR, Domaine Universitaire, France 

B. Guillaume and R. Rosset,  

Laboratoire d‚Aérologie, Université de Toulouse, CNRS ; LA (Laboratoire d‚Aérologie), 

France 

 

Control of black carbon aerosol (BC) due to combustion emissions emerges as a plausible 

tool for policy makers as part as control of global warming. But, combustion emissions 

also produce organic carbon particles with cooling effects. Estimate of combustion 

aerosol radiative impact is then plagued by many uncertainties on BC and OC emission 

inventories and also on their physical properties. Moreover, there is a lack of such 

estimate and controls in Africa. This paper deals with the impact of African combustion 

emissions for present and future scenarios. A regional fossil fuel and biofuel emission 

inventory for particulates has been developed for Africa at a resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° 

for the year 2005 with three prospective inventories for 2030.  These new inventories 

along with the most recent open biomass burning african inventory (Liousse et al., 2010) 

have been introduced in the ORISAM-TM5 global chemistry-climate model with a focus 

over Africa at a 1° x 1° resolution. BC and OC radiative properties (aerosol optical depths 

(AOD) and single scattering albedo) were calculated and the direct radiative forcing is 

estimated using an off line model (Wang and Penner, 2009).  Global simulations for BC 

and primary OC for 2005 and 2030 scenarios have been carried out. Evaluation of present 

African combustion emission has been performed by comparing the modelled AOD for 

2005 with available in situ and satellite AOD measurements over Africa. Then, modelled 

BC and OC concentrations for the future scenarios have been scrutinized to study the 

impact of emission control on concentrations of african rural and urban sites. Finally, 

results of short-wave radiative forcing at the surface and at the top of the atmosphere will 

be presented for the different emission scenarios with sensitivy tests on aerosol properties. 

Modeling results stress the importance of the future scenario choice. 
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Measurements and modeling of BVOC emissions in the Mediterranean 

region: a contribution to the Charmex programme.  
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The Mediterranean area is place for intense summer photochemistry with high levels of 

atmospheric pollutants (e.g. ozone). Though anthropogenic activities in this region 

constitute a significant source of hydrocarbons, natural vegetation also emits biogenic 

volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) which contribute to ozone and secondary organic 

aerosol production. BVOCs are a large family of molecules with a relatively short 

lifetime in the gas phase and whose oxidation leads to secondary pollutant formation. 

Therefore careful quantification of BVOC fluxes is a pre-requisite to the modeling of 

Mediterranean atmospheric chemistry. Tower-based BVOC flux measurements were 

carried out in the frame of the Chemistry-Aerosol Mediterranean Experiment 

(CHARMEX). A new prototype, named MEDEE, was built in the “Observatoire Midi-

Pyrénées” in Toulouse (France) to perform trace gas flux measurements with the disjunct 

eddy covariance (DEC) technique. This system, coupled on-line to a fast isoprene sensor 

(Hills scientific), was deployed during summers 2010 and 2011 to measure isoprene 

fluxes over a downy oak forest at the „Oak Observatory at OHP‰, located south-east of 

France. Other environmental parameters including carbon dioxide and water vapor fluxes, 

ozone concentration, air temperature and moisture, atmospheric pressure, photo-

synthetically active radiation and radiation balance were also recorded. Downy oak is a 

strong isoprene emitter and is one of the dominant tree species in the Mediterranean area. 

A Neural Network (NN) approach was used to derive an emission algorithm of above 

canopy isoprene fluxes. The NN algorithm links the isoprene fluxes with relevant 

environmental parameters like air temperature, radiation, etc. in a nonlinear way. We will 

present results from the field campaigns along with a preliminary version of the isoprene 

emission algorithm. According to the CHARMEX scientific strategy, this algorithm will 

be refined in the forthcoming years with the data obtained from complementary fields 

campaigns planned in the 2012-2013 period, and will be applied to the main 

Mediterranean vegetations (isoprene and monoterpenes emitters) to build a more accurate 

BVOC emission inventory. 
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To derive updated global biomass burning emission estimates for non-methane volatile 

organic compounds (NMVOCs), formaldehyde columns retrieved from the Global Ozone 

Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) instrument are used as top-down constraints in an 

inverse modeling scheme. Compared to GOME-1, the better Earth sampling of GOME-2 

allows for a significant reduction of the noise on the monthly columns leading to a better 

identification of the emission sources. Moreover, GOME-2 formaldehyde columns are 

found to be less sensitive to the South Atlantic Anomaly, offering new perspectives to 

study of NMVOC emissions in the Amazon. Furthermore, a new retrieval scheme and a 

modified DOAS approach lead to a significant reduction of the scatter in the 

formaldehyde slant columns.  The new version of the Global Fire Emissions Database 

version 3 is used as bottom-up inventory in IMAGESv2 global chemistry-transport model 

for biomass burning. The principal updates of the GFEDv3 inventory with respect to the 

older GFEDv2 inventory are the use of improved satellite input data, the explicit 

inclusion of deforestation and forest degradation fires in the model, the partitioning of 

fire emissions into different source categories, and an uncertainty analysis. The 

agreement between formaldehyde columns calculated by the IMAGESv2 model and the 

formaldehyde columns from GOME-2 is optimized using the adjoint modelling technique. 

This technique allows for the optimization of the emission strengths at the model 

resolution and provides a differentiation among the emission sources. Updated biomass 

burning emissions estimates are obtained monthly for 2009 and 2010 at the model 

resolution (2 x 2.5°).  They will be evaluated through comparison with the Fire INventory 
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from NCAR (FINN) for the target years. Further, CO columns retrieved from the Infrared 

Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) will be compared with CO simulated 

columns over the fire affected regions using the a priori and the optimized biomass 

burning emission inventory. 
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The International Cooperative for Aerosol Prediction regroups several operational centers 

with aerosol forecasting mandates (NRL, NASA, NCEP, ECMWF/GMES, UKMO, and 

JMA). This community meets annually to discuss topics of interest in aerosol science, 

with focus on operational issues. The first meeting focused on aerosol observability (27-

30 April 2010, Monterey), the second meeting focused on aerosol verification metrics (30 

Sep-1 October 2010, Oxford); the third meeting was on ensemble methods for aerosol 

forecasting (10-13 May 2011, Boulder) which also featured the introduction of the ICAP 

multi-model ensemble. Information on these meetings can be found online at 

http://bobcat.aero.und.edu/jzhang/ICAP//. 

 

The forth meeting, scheduled for May 14-17 2012 in Frascati, will look at emission and 

removal processes for aerosol modeling. From the results derived from the ICAP multi-

model ensemble it is clear that in terms of transports models have comparable skills and 

produce similar aerosol patterns. Most of the differences between models  appear to be 

due to the different source and sinks parameterizations  utilized in the models. This was 

already recognized by the AEROCOM community when they decided to eliminate this 

problem by running with the same emission data-sets. The goal of the workshop is to hear 

the state-of-the-art in aerosol emission and removal processes from a set of world-wide 

experts, and to have an open discussion on what to tackle next to improve the 

performance of individual models as well as the multi-model ensemble. This presentation 

will provide an overview of the meeting and some highlights of the discussion. 
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Rapid economic development during the last two decades has been associated with the 

increasing contribution of China to the global sources of air pollutants and green house 

gases (GHG). The good knowledge of GHG emissions from China is therefore becoming 

increasingly important for analysis and prediction of global change.  

 

It has been shown previously [e.g., Richter et al., Nature, 437, 129ˆ132, 2005] that 

satellite measurements of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) provide valuable independent 

information on emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and their multiannual changes. The 

main idea of our study is to use these measurements for validation of CO2  emission 

inventories for China. Since NOx and CO2  emissions are related through economic 

activities and have common sources, the analysis of NO2 measurements together with 

available NOx and CO2  emission data provides a critical test for consistency and 

accuracy of the emission inventories. Inversion of the NO2 columns retrieved from multi-

annual GOME and SCIAMACHY measurements indicates that similar to the EDGAR 

and GCP CO2 emission data for China, the "top-down" CO2  emission estimates 

demonstrate an accelerating positive nonlinear trend in the industrialized Eastern part of 

China in the period from 1996 to 2008. However, considerable quantitative differences 

are revealed. In particular, the results indicate that the changes in CO2  emissions in the 

period from 1996 to 2002 are strongly underestimated in the international emission 

cadastres. 

 

The authors are grateful to E.-D. Schulze (Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry) for 

the support of this study and useful discussions. 
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The spatial and temporal coverage of emission data as input to air quality models is a key 

issue. On a global scale, an emission model with a coarse spatial resolution (i.e. 0.5*0.5, 

degree) is sufficient to capture the general pollutant pattern. However, for high-resolution 

air quality models their spatial and temporal resolution needs to be improved, and for this 

purposes both the down-scaling criteria and datasets used are critical to obtain reliable 

results. In this context, the Barcelona Supercomputing Center ˆ Centro Nacional de 

Supercomputación (BSC-CNS) have updated and improved a tool which performs a 

SNAP sector-dependent spatial (12 km x 12 km up to 1 km x 1 km) and temporal (1 h) 

disaggregation of the original annual EMEP gridded emissions (50*50 km). A 

Geographical Information System (GIS) combined with a variety of dataset is used to 

remap the data to a finer grid. For each SNAP sector (which has been previously defined 

as point, linear or area source) a specific spatial and temporal disaggregation 

methodology has been settled, including the use of up-to-date versions of different kind 

of dataset, among which stand out:(1) E-PRTR v.3.2 database; (2) CORINE Land Cover 

2006 raster data v.15 (3) Gridded Population of The World v.3 (4) Tele Atlas ® 

Multinet® Europe v.2011.06. This new module, known as EMEP-DIS v.2.0, comprises a 

part of the High-Elective Resolution Modelling Emission System‚s new version 

(HERMES v.2.0), which also includes another module that generates a high resolution 

bottom-up emission inventory for Spain. The whole system substitutes the old one 

(HERMES) developed between 2004 and 2005. The results obtained with EMEP_DIS 

v.2.0 have been spatially compared with the TNO emission inventory (0.125ºx0.0625º), 

as well as with the recently released E-PRTR diffuse air emission datasets for Europe 

(5*5km2) and the Spanish high resolution emission inventory generated by HERMES 

v.2.0. 
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Heavy duty diesel freight trucks are the fastest growing source of highway emissions in 

the U.S., with domestic freight tonnage projected to double by 2050. Highway diesel 

vehicles currently account for 42% of on-road emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx), 58% 

of on-road fine particulate (PM2.5) emissions, and 21% of on-road carbon dioxide 

emissions. Because most surface air quality monitors are located in densely populated 

areas and not rural highways, it is difficult to use ground-based observations to validate 

spatial trends in transportation emissions. Therefore, we have employed satellite 

retrievals from the OMI instrument to inform surface freight transportation inventory 

estimates by validating modeled tropospheric vertical column total nitrogen dioxide 

(NO2) against satellite observations. For this research we built a roadway-by-roadway 

bottom-up diesel truck emissions inventory using GIS, the U.S. Federal Highway 

Administration‚s Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) activity dataset, and the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency‚s MOVES emissions model. We use freight rail 

emissions from the Eastern Regional Technical Advisory Committee (ERTAC), 

inventory emissions from the Lake Michigan‚s Air Directors Consortium (LADCO) and 

the EPA‚s Community Multiscale Air Qualiy (CMAQ) model. We also evaluate the 

relative contributions of highway diesel vehicles, highway gasoline vehicles, and freight 

rail to transportation-related pollution. This research presents the first evaluation of 

surface freight transport from space-based observations. 
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Emissions of pollutants are at the origin of many air quality issues.  Emission inventories 

provide important information for use in scientific applications such as input for urban, 

regional, continental or global scale models. Policy makers use emission inventories to 

evaluate the progress of emission abatement measures, as well as decide on future 

strategies. Within the ESA GlobEmission project, top-down emission estimates will be 

developed from satellite observations of trace gases and aerosols.  The main advantages 

of these emission estimates are their spatial consistency, high temporal resolution, and 

rapid availability. The project will focus on 4 distinct products, including global biogenic 

emissions, regional emissions of NOx and SO2  (China, South Africa, India), European 

emission estimates of NOx, SO2  and CO, as well as aerosol-related emissions. In this 

presentation we will show two scientific applications of the GlobEmissions project. In the 

first example we describe a newly developed Kalman filtering method to estimate NOx 

emissions over eastern China using NO2 tropospheric columns from the Ozone 

Monitoring Instrument (OMI) and Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-

2).  The method reveals important emission trends in China, such as the pollution 

reduction measures during the 2008 Olympics. The inversion is also able to detect 

emerging sources (e.g. new power plants) and improve emission information for areas 

with sparse proxy data (e.g. shipping  lanes). The second example focuses on recent 

European air quality trends. Changes in tropospheric NO2 concentrations observed by 

OMI between 2004 and 2010 indicate reductions in NO2 concentrations of at least 20%. 

We will show that these reductions are as much the result of European NOx emission 

controls, as of temporary additional reductions prompted by the 2008-2009 global 

economic recession. Our results demonstrate that realistic concentration pathways of NO2 

do not follow simple linear trends, but reflect a compilation of environmental policy and 

economic activity.  
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We developed a new inversion method to calculate an emission inventory for an 

anthropogenic pollutant without a prior emission estimate at mesoscale. This method 

employs slopes between mixing ratio enhancements of a given pollutant (CO2 , for 

instance) with other co-emitted tracers in conjunction with the emission inventories of 

those tracers (CO, NOy, and SO2  are used in this example). The current application of 

this method employed in-situ measurements onboard the NOAA WP-3 research aircraft 

during the 2006 Texas Air Quality Study (TexAQS 2006). We used 3 different transport 

models to estimate the uncertainties introduced by the transport models in the inversion. 

We demonstrated the validity of the new inversion method by calculating a 4x4 km
2
 

emission inventory of anthropogenic CO2  in the Houston area in Texas, and comparing it 

to the 10x10 km
2
 Vulcan emission inventory for the same region.   The calculated 

anthropogenic CO2  inventory for the Houston Ship Channel, home to numerous major 

industrial and port emission sources, showed excellent agreement with Vulcan. The 

daytime CO2  average flux from the Ship Channel is the largest urban CO2  flux reported 

in the literature. Compared to Vulcan, the daytime urban area CO2  emissions were higher 

by 37%±6%. Those differences can be explained by uncertainties in emission factors in 

Vulcan and by increased emissions from point sources and on-road emitters between 

2002, the reference year in Vulcan, and 2006, the year that the TexAQS observations 

were made. 
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Inverse modeling has been widely used to improve the quantification of CO2  natural 

fluxes at global scale. Regional systems have been recently developed for the inversion of 

these fluxes at continental to sub-national scale. Inverse modeling techniques are now 

expected to be used for the quantification of CO2  anthropogenic emissions at local scales. 

Uncertainties in the anthropogenic fluxes have been quite ignored when inverting natural 

fluxes and the inversion of anthropogenic fluxes should involve new expertises and 

methodologies. In this context, the studies presented here explore the potential of high 

resolution systems for the separate inversions of anthropogenic and natural CO2  fluxes. 

 

We have developed a regional inverse modeling system based on the atmospheric 

transport model CHIMERE, on the adjoint of its tracer transport code, and on a 

variational data assimilation method. It is applied first for the estimate of the Net 

Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) of CO2  over Europe, assimilating hourly averaged 

atmospheric real measurements of CO2  from the CarboEurope in situ continuous stations. 

Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSE) are then used to assess the impact of 

uncertainties in the anthropogenic emissions on the estimate of NEE. They allow 

assessing the potential of inverse modeling for retrieving significant information about 

the anthropogenic fluxes at European scale.  

 

Lastly, a CHIMERE inverse modeling configuration is set up for the quantification of 

anthropogenic CO2  emissions over the Paris region using in situ measurements from the 

CO2  -MEGAPARIS project. The first comparisons between the simulations and the data 

and the maps of sensitivities of the hourly concentrations to the fluxes in the region raise 

some first insight into the spatial and temporal resolution at which the system can 

improve the estimate from existing bottom-up inventories of CO2  emissions for an urban 

area. 
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Halogenated hydrocarbons in the atmosphere are mostly synthetic products of the 

chemical industry designed for a wide range of applications. Due to their ozone depletion 

potential the chlorine-containing chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) and 

hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC) and the bromine-containing halons and 

methylbromide (CH3Br) have been banned or regulated under the Montreal Protocol. The 

chlorine-free hydrofluorocarbons (HFC), introduced as a replacement for the CFC and 

HCFC, in turn, have been regulated under the Kyoto Protocol due to their often large 

global warming potential. Here we present an inverse emission estimation method which 

is based on an extended Kalman filter in combination with the Lagrangian particle 

dispersion model FLEXPART to estimate the evolution of selected halocarbon emissions 

in Europe from 2003 to 2011. The method is applied to observations from the mountain 

sites Jungfraujoch, Switzerland, and Monte Cimone, Italy, and the coastal site Mace Head, 

Ireland.  We will particularly highlight the strong reduction of methyl bromide emissions 

over this period to essentially zero by 2007-2008. Methyl bromide has been widely used 

for fumigation in agriculture, in food mills and for transport applications. Due to its 

ozone-depleting properties its usage has been forbidden within the Montreal Protocol 

except for quarantine/preshipment uses, which led to the observed decline in emissions 

and global background concentrations. These trends are generally in good compliance 

with legislation except for a few pollution events that occurred after its ban in Europe in 

2007 and which cannot be attributed to the exemptions. 

 

Sulfuryl fluoride (SO2F2) is one of the replacement compounds for CH3Br and applied 

in Europe primarily for fumigation of food storage facilities. SO2F2 does not affect the 

ozone layer but is a potent greenhouse gas (100-year GWP: 4740) with a lifetime of 36 

years. We will present an analysis of individual pollution events reaching the three sites 

to trace back the potential sources of these events. 
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The impact of different downscaling methodologies used in the construction of the four 

RCP (``Representative Concentration Pathway'') emissions scenarios on the modelled 

impact of the megacities of the world on global tropospheric ozone, and conversely, the 

extent to which megacities are influenced by emissions of ozone precursors from outside 

of the megacities, is examined. Despite accounting for about 6% of present-day 

anthropogenic emissions of ozone precursor species, the contribution of emissions from 

megacities to global tropospheric ozone is calculated to be 0.84%. By 2100 this 

contribution falls to between 0.18% and 0.62% depending on the scenario, with the lower 

value being for the most-polluting of the four future emissions scenarios due to stringent 

controls on ozone precursor emissions from highly populated areas, combined with a 

stronger tropospheric background ozone field. The higher end of this range is from the 

least-polluting of the four emissions scenarios, due lower background tropospheric ozone 

combined with the use of the less sophisticated proportional downscaling methodology 

used in the construction of the scenario. Although the absolute impact of megacities on 

global ozone is small, an important result of this study is that under all future scenarios, 

future air quality in megacities is expected to be less influenced by local emissions within 

the cities, but instead more influenced by emission sources outside of the cities. Air 

quality trends in the megacities of the developing world are projected to be similar to 

observed trends in developed world megacities over the last few decades. Assumptions 

made when downscaling the emissions scenarios onto the grids used in such modelling 

studies can have a large influence on these results. Future work should concentrate on the 

creation of spatially explicit scenarios of urban development for use in global chemical 

transport models. 
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Inverse modeling is one of the most powerful applications of the dispersion models using 

observations to constraint emission flux estimates, and yet many sources of uncertainties 

and errors remain to pose significant challenges to the reliability of such estimates 

including the biases of the a-priori emission fields, temporally varying background (or 

boundary conditions), differences in the optimization algorithms, dispersion models (and 

setups), transport errors, spatial resolutions of the wind fields used, and more.  The 

preliminary inferred emissions from Southeastern Canada (Ontario) using continuous in-

situ measurement observed by 3 stations are consistent with the EC's regional emission 

inventory. The results constrained by other 4 stations in Central Canada (Alberta and 

Saskatchewan) where a large number of oil-and-gas industries are located suggest that the 

annual total anthropogenic methane emissions be more than 3.5 Tg for Alberta and 1.5 

Tg for Saskatchewan compared to 2 Tg and 1 Tg reported by the inventory, respectively. 

The inferred emission estimates from FLEXPART in backward mode using operational 

ECMWF wind fields at 0.5x0.5 deterministic forecasts, 0.5x0.5 ensemble forecasts, and 

0.2x0.2 deterministic forecasts are compared.  The synoptic variability of the modeled 

time series resulting from different wind fields are compared and also with another well-

known dispersion model, STILT, driven by GDAS40, and Environment Canada‚s 

meteorological model GEM at 15km horizontal resolution. 
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The quality of available information about sources (emissions) of atmospheric pollutants 

is a key parameter in any attempt to represent the current state or predict the future 

changes of the atmospheric composition. 

 

Besides natural sources and biomass burning, current estimates show that fossil fuel 

combustion is responsible for about 50% of the total NOx production.( over Europe, or 

on a global scale? In situ measurements in polluted areas have shown that the boundary 

layer contains more than two third of the tropospheric NO2. Hence, satellite remote 

sensing providing tropospheric NO2 columns is a suitable answer for the monitoring of 

urban pollution. Indeed, recent studies using spaceborne instruments have illustrated that 

the tropospheric column of nitrogen dioxide contains valuable information about its 

sources, transport and sinks. NO2 timeseries derived from satellites instruments have also 

been used to study long-term changes in anthropogenic emissions of NOx. 

 

The goal of this study is to estimate the trends in NOx emissions in Europe and 

subsequently identify the source of the pollution over Europe. To this end a pilot is 

performed using data-assimilation of tropospheric NO2 columns from OMI satellite 

measurements in the LOTOS-EUROS chemistry transport model. In this presentation, we 

will discuss the added value of the synergistic use of remote sensing data and regional air 

quality models to infer information on NOx emissions.  
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Local and regional emission inventories play an important role in feeding global 

inventories. There are some regions of the world that are not very well represented by 

global emission iventories due to the lack of knowledge concerning sources and their 

emissions, as it is the case of Argentina and South America as a whole. Within the 

framework of the SAEMC (South American Emissions, Megacities and Climate) project, 

a four-year regional project aimed at providing accurate regional emissions and chemical 

weather forecast and climate change scenarios for South America, emission inventories 

were developed for the main megacities of South America as efforts from local groups.   

In the framework of SAEMC, static and dynamic mobile emission inventories were 

developed for the Metropolitan Area of Buenos Aires (MABA), Argentina, for the year 

2006. The static emission inventory followed the 2006 IPCC guidelines, and calculated 

the annual emissions from the registered fleet, following the fuel distribution registered 

by the registration office and local institutions and employed an emissions factors 

database representative for the Latin American region. The dynamic emission inventory 

followed the IVE methodology, which includes performing in-situ campaigns to analyze 

the composition of the fleet that actually circulates in the studied area and measures on-

board emission factors from the local fleet. The aim of this study is to  assess 

comparatively the obtained results using different methodologies and input data, with the 

attempt to conclude which are their main advantages and drawbacks of each approach. 
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In this study, a first attempt at estimating the atmospheric nitrogen budget is made for the 

period 2002 to 2007, through measurements and simulations at five stations of the IDAF 

network situated in dry and wet savanna ecosystems. 

The atmospheric nitrogen budget depends on emission and deposition fluxes both as 

reduced and oxidized compounds. The deposition flux is both driven by wet and dry 

deposition processes. Dry deposition fluxes of NO2, NH3 and HNO3 are here estimated 

using the inferential method, combining in situ measurements of concentrations and 

modelling of deposition velocity according to the resistance analogy. Wet deposition 

fluxes include NH4
+
 and NO3

-
 compounds. 

Natural emissions from soils are produced by microbial processes 

(nitrification/denitrification). A dynamic approach of calculating NO fluxes from soils 

(derived from a neural network algorithm and coupled to a SVAT model) is used in this 

study and is applied in dry and wet savanna ecosystems of West Africa. Compared to 

existing inventories, the main advantage of this approach is to be coupled on line with 

meteorological parameters. 

Emissions of NOx and NH3 from biomass burning and domestic fires are calculated from 

satellite data.  

The volatilization of NH3 is calculated from the release of N input from animal excreta 

(from literature data), and from the animal population in each country (derived from FAO 

database). 

In dry and wet African savannas, emission and deposition fluxes are strongly linked to 

the seasonal cycle of precipitations, but processes of emissions are different between the 

two types of ecosystems. 

This study uses original and unique data from remote and hardly-ever-explored regions. 

Due to the scarcity of available data on the African continent, it is of the first importance 

to combine data from different origins (surface measurements, satellite, models).  
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Emission inventories (EI) are generally based on a combination of activity data and 

emission factors (EFs). The EFs may be technology dependent. Once established, EFs 

tend to remain stable and unchanged. The effort of EI compilers goes into updating 

activity data and monitoring technological transitions. Among the reasons why EFs are 

relatively stable is that a substantial effort is needed to generate new representative EFs 

and it is uncertain beforehand how much the EI will improve. However, observational 

data and modeling exercises may suggest shortcomings in the EI and a revision of EFs 

may be in order. We have done just that for the case of wood combustion in Europe. In 

Europe, residential wood combustion (RWC) is the largest source of organic aerosol 

(OA), contributing  significantly to PM. To quantify the importance we used our 

“traditional” PM inventory derived from reported PM emissions as input for 2 CTMs, 

PMCAMx and the EMEP model, revealing major underestimations of OA in winter time, 

especially for regions dominated by RWC. A new RWC emission inventory was 

constructed using revised EFs that also accounted for condensable particles, increasing 

RWC emissions with a factor of 2-3 but with substantial inter-country variation. The new 

emission grid served as input for the CTMs and a remarkable good fit between measured 

and predicted organic aerosol was found. This suggests that PM inventories need to be 

revised to include the semi-volatile OA that is formed almost instantaneously due to 

cooling of the flue gas or exhaust. We will quantify what the impact of this revision 

would be on total PM2.5 and PM10 emissions in Europe. This discussion is timely because 

currently RWC is increasing in Europe because of rising fossil fuel prices and stimulation 

of renewable fuels in the framework of climate change mitigation policies.  
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Methane (CH4) gross emissions have been quantified in a newly flooded subtropical 

hydroelectric reservoir, Nam Theun 2 (NT2), in Lao PDR (Southeastern Asia). All major 

emission pathways were assessed: ebullition and diffusion from the reservoir surface, 

downstream emissions including degassing and diffusion, and emission from the 

drawdown area. Measurements were performed between May 2008 and June 2011. This 

study represents the very first ever assessment of CH4 net (that is the difference between 

post and pre-impoundment emissions) emissions from a hydroelectric reservoir.  CH4 

emissions were determined with a consistent array of methods: static chambers, 

submerged funnels, TBL and eddy covariance techniques.  Ebullition of CH4 is in the 

same order as found in other tropical reservoirs, decreasing with water depth. Measured 

and calculated CH4 diffusive fluxes showed spatial variation and also seasonality. Eddy 

covariance technique picks-up both diffusive and bubbling fluxes and these fluxes are 

very consistent with the sum of the two terms measured independently with chambers and 

funnels, which is a very new and encouraging result. Degassing is in the lower range as 

reported for tropical reservoirs. The drawdown area can act as sink or source of CH4 

depending on the soil moisture.  For 2010, integrating our results on an annual scale basis 

shows that bubbling emission from the reservoir surface is the most important contributor 

(53%) to total CH4 emission from the NT2 Reservoir. With 22% and 20% of total CH4 

emission, degassing and lake diffusive emissions also contributed significantly 

respectively. Together, downstream and drawdown diffusion contributed only 5 % of 

total CH4 emission. The sum of the quantified CH4 emission pathways proved NT2 

reservoir to be a significant CH4 emitter (26.75 Gg C(CH4) yr-1), about two order of 

magnitude higher than pre-impoundment emissions (0.21 Gg C(CH4) yr-1), leading to a 

net emission equal to 26.54 Gg C(CH4) yr-1. This 2010 emission corresponds to the first 

year after full impoundment, and as such, can be considered as the maximum value that 

will be reached for this reservoir, a value prone to decrease with time afterwards. 
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Accurate knowledge of emissions at multiple spatio-temporal scales is indispensable to 

air quality and climate change research and ensure effective policy . The Four Corners 

region of New Mexico contains two large coal-fired power plants with real-time in-stack 

CO2  and pollutant monitors, in a semi-arid region with a feeble natural carbon cycle, 

making it an ideal site to evaluate top-down verification methods. LANL has developed a 

test-bed site that includes a high-resolution solar tracking Fourier Transform 

Spectrometer to monitor column abundance of greenhouse gases and pollutants, in situ 

cavity ring-down and standard EPA pollution monitors. We also monitor meteorology 

boundary layer height and aerosol optical depth. We have been making continuous 

measurements since 11 March 2011. Our system‚s retrievals were validated against 

airborne in situ vertical gas profiles. We report observed power-plant signals, their 

diurnal cycles, and how they depend on local meteorology. Typically, the total-column in 

CO2  increases by 2 to 8 ppm when a power-plant plume is blowing towards our site, 

while the in situ in CO2  increases of 10 to 50 ppm. In situ CH4 measurements reveal 

large nocturnal increases of 4 to 5 ppm that could be from extensive fossil fuel mining 

activities in the region that are missing in inventories. In contrast, in situ CO2  increases 

at night are small, likely because the power plant stacks are higher than the nocturnal 

boundary layer.  

 

To use our data for verification we have coupled our ultra-high-resolution plume model 

(HIGRAD) to the Weather Research and Forecasting Model with Chemistry (WRF-

Chem) for the Four-Corners area. Hourly real-time emissions are taken from EPA‚s in-

stack monitors and other spatio-temporally resolved inventories like Vulcan. WRF-Chem 

employs multiple nested grids and high-resolution topography to simulate atmospheric 

variability ranging from synoptic scales to micro-scales (~200 m), while including locally 

developed flows influenced by the nearby complex terrain of the San Juan Mountains. 

The simulated local atmospheric dynamics are used to force the HIGRAD plume model, 

which links meso-scale atmospheric variability to the small-scale simulation of the power 

plant plumes (~10m). Our multi-scale forward modeling simulations are compared with 

our column and in situ observations of CO2, other greenhouse gases and pollutants. We 

use this to quantify the current ability of remote and in situ sensing measurements to 

quantify emissions in a relatively simple environment. Finally, we examine satellite data 

(CO2  and CH4 from GOSAT and NO2 from OMI) for signals over Four Corners and 

assess the value added for longer-term trend analysis. 
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Renewable forms of electricity production can reduce the need for conventional large-

scale electricity generation, thereby reducing emissions and improving ambient air 

quality with regard to such pollutants as nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides and fine 

particulates.  Modeling the emissions impact of renewable energy generation 

technologies at high resolution in space and time is useful for because the air quality 

benefit is highly dependent on uncontrollable evolving factors such as 

meteorology.  Solar photovoltaics (PV) are one attractive renewable technology that can 

be locally deployed and tends to yield high production during periods of peak electric 

demand. Such effects depend on the local climate, time-of-day emissions, available solar 

resources, the structure of the electric grid, and existing electricity production. This study, 

focused on the summer of 2006, examines the emission reductions and air quality 

benefits of distributed and utility-scale PV across the United States Eastern 

Interconnection. To accomplish this we used the National Renewable Energy Lab‚s 

(NREL) Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS) model to form three unique solar 

PV penetration scenarios (business as usual, 10% penetration and 20% penetration) in 

which new construction is distributed spatially based upon economic drivers, state-based 

renewable portfolio standards, and meteorology. With the GridView (ABB, Inc) dispatch 

model, we used historical load data to model the change from the business-as-usual 

electricity production in traditional power plants for each penetration scenario. We will 

create emission profiles for traditional electricity generating units (EGUs) in the Eastern 

Interconnection from historical Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) data. 

Via those emissions profiles, we will create new hourly emission data for EGUs in the 

Eastern Interconnect for each scenario. Those data will be incorporated in the Community 

Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) model using the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel 

Emissions (SMOKE) model. Initial results indicate that penetration of renewable energy 

significantly reduces conventional peak electricity production and that, due to reduced 

emissions during periods of extremely active photochemistry, air quality would improve. 
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Our long term objective is to establish the feasibility and requirements of a 

comprehensive, high-resolution greenhouse gas emissions and atmospheric monitoring 

system for a mega-city urban domain. As a first step, we have quantified greenhouse gas 

emissions down to the building/street level for a complex mega-city, Los Angeles. We 

leverage the research of Gurney et al in Vulcan and Hestia Projects in which fossil fuel 

CO2 emissions were quantified at the 10 km/hourly scale at the national level (Gurney et 

al., 2009) and down to the building/street level in the single, medium-sized city of 

Indianapolis (Zhou and Gurney, 2010) and apply these techniques to the Los Angeles 

basin. Construction of a km scale CO2 emission inventory for the Los Angeles Urban 

Basin has four key elements: on-road emissions, power plants, industrial point sources 

and heating/cooling buildings. This is a challenge for the Los Angeles Basin, as there are 

88 incorporated cities in Los Angeles County alone, and the Basin includes parts of 

Orange, Ventura, Riverside, and San Bernardino Counties. Initial results will be reported 

in this presentation, including detailed emission maps for on-road and heating/cooling of 

buildings. Building a proto-system for a complex mega-city such as Los Angeles is 

highly relevant both for carbon cycle science and climate policy decision support since 

75% of fossil-fuel emissions come from urban centers and associated power plants which 

together represent 50% of total anthropogenic 100 year global warming potential (IPCC, 

2004). Additionally, this project will deliver a model of the space-time distribution of 

CO2 emissions critical for optimal design of future mega-city observational field 

campaigns (combined in-situ and remote-sensing). 

 
Copyright 2012 California Institute of Technology 
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Reliable atmospheric emissions inventories are extremely important for air quality 

modelling applications. An intercomparative analysis of different spatial disaggregation 

methodologies of emission inventories, which are crucial for regional and urban scales 

studies, is provided. It is based on two European inventories, the EMEP inventory and an 

emission inventory developed by TNO. Both were spatially disaggregated to 12x12km
2
. 

The first one, EMEP, was disaggregated by area (EMEParea) and also following a more 

complex methodology (HERMESv2.0). The TNO gridded emissions, based on different 

emission data sources and different disaggregation methods, was converted into the 

12x12km
2
common grid.  Emission totals and by activity (SNAP sector) for selected 

pollutants have been compared through maps of differences (to focus on spatial 

variability) and by performing linear regression analysis.  From the spatial analysis of 

results by SNAP sector higher differences were found for sectors SNAP02 (non-industrial 

combustion), 06 (solvents) and 07 (road transport), due to the different methodologies 

used by TNO and HERMESv2.0 for the first two sectors, and distinct sources of data 

used by TNO and HERMESv2.0 for road transport activity.  Regarding the regression 

analysis, higher correlations were verified between EMEParea and HERMESv2.0 results, 

once the latter is derived from the first, which does not happened with the TNO emissions. 

The highest correlations were encountered for the agriculture NH3 emissions, due to the 

common use of CLC database for disaggregation. SNAP01 (combustion in energy and 

transformation), 03 (combustion in manufacturing), 04 (production processes) and 05 

(fosil fuel production) emissions (from point sources) lead to the lowest correlation 

coefficients.  HERMESv2.0 (based on EMEP) and TNO are distinct emission inventories 

well discretized and detailed, and suitable for regional air quality modelling. However, 

the different databases and distinct disaggregation methodologies lead to different spatial 

emission patterns and this should be taken into account when applying regional 

atmospheric models. 
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Satellite sulfur dioxide (SO2) measurements from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument 

(OMI) satellite sensor, averaged over periods of several years, were compared with 

emissions inventories for major US sources in order to obtain a relationship between 

emissions and satellite signals.  Low- and high- spatial frequency filtration was applied to 

OMI data to reduce the noise and bias to enhance and reveal weak SO2  signals that are 

otherwise not readily apparent. Averaging a large number of individual observations 

enables the study of SO2  spatial distributions near larger SO2  emissions point sources 

(e.g., coal power plants and smelters) with an effective resolution superior to that of 

individual OMI observations and even to obtain estimates of the emissions level from 

those sources.  It is demonstrated that individual sources (or multiple sources within 50 

km) with annual SO2  emissions greater than about 70 kT per year produce a statistically 

significant signal in 3-year averaged OMI data.  A correlation of 0.93 was found between 

OMI SO2  integrated around the sources in North America and the annual SO2  emission 

rates for the sources greater than 70 kT per year.  Once the relationship between SO2  

emission rates and integrated OMI data is established, it can be used to estimate 

emissions from various natural and anthropogenic SO2  sources seen by OMI around the 

globe. 
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The MOPITT-CO and OMI-HCHO satellite retrievals have been used as top down 

constraints for the 2005-2008 time period, together with CH4 and MCF surface 

measurements for the first time in a multi-species and multi-satellite dataset inversion to 

estimate surface emissions or chemical production of these gases. Our validation strategy 

consists in comparing our posterior-modelled concentrations with several sets of 

independent measurements of atmospheric mixing ratios. The inversion results present 

significant changes in terms of magnitude and seasonality for the CO and CH4 surface 

fluxes and for the 3D HCHO production by NMVOCs, the latter being significantly 

decreased, indicating an overestimation of the biogenic NMVOCs emissions, such as 

isoprene, in the GEIA inventory. CO and CH4 surface emissions are increased by the 

inversion, from 1037 TgCO to 1409 TgCO and from 489 TgCH4 to 528 TgCH4 on 

average for the 2005-2008 period. CH4 emissions present significant interannual 

variability and a joint CO-CH4 fluxes analysis reveals that tropical biomass burning 

probably played a role in the recent increase of atmospheric methane. 
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Inhalation of particulate matter from wildland fire smoke has been linked to a variety of 

acute human respiratory and cardiovascular health effects. In a project sponsored by the 

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Interagency Working Group on 

Climate Change and Health Initiative we have linked physically-based models of 

wildland fire emissions and atmospheric transport to population health outcomes using 

data obtained through syndromic surveillance for the 2003 and 2007 San Diego County 

wildfires. The goal is to better understand how to approach forecasting and preparedness 

for rapidly decreased air quality events caused by wildland fire. The poster includes an 

overview of the project, a review of modeling methods used to connect particulate matter 

in smoke from wildland fires to respiratory health, and a discussion of the predicted fire 

and health outcomes under possible future wildland fire scenarios. We have developed a 

statistical model based on a generalized additive modeling (GAM) approach, with the 

addition of environmental variables and lagged effects, to connect particulate matter 

concentrations from wildland fire to syndromic surveillance data on respiratory health 

collected from regional hospitals. The project included development of a model to 

forecast future fire occurrence based on regional climate model predictions for the San 

Diego County region. In addition to developing a quantitative understanding of the 

connection between wildland fire and respiratory illness, the project has provided support 

for San Diego County to improve their syndromic surveillance capacity and infrastructure 

through the addition of new hospitals to the system. 
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Despite advances in GIS resources, geospatial data needed to estimate fire emissions 

across broad regions for carbon and smoke management have been difficult to obtain. 

Incomplete data and inconsistent approaches to modeling emissions have led to estimates 

of carbon emissions that vary widely based on the approach and data used. Under a 

NASA-sponsored project, the Wildland Fire Emissions Information System (WFEIS) has 

been developed to improve access to data and provide a consistent approach to estimating 

emissions at continental scales (see http://wfeis.mtri.org). The system taps into data and 

tools developed by the US Forest Service to describe fuels, fuel loadings, and fuel 

consumption, and merges information from USGS and NASA on fire location and timing. 

Currently, WFEIS provides access to MODIS burn area for North America and US fire-

perimeter maps from the Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity products from the USGS, 

overlays them on 1-km fuels maps for the US, and calculates fuel consumption and 

emissions with an open-source version of the Consume model, both publicly available 

from the WFEIS web page. Mapped fuel moisture is derived from daily weather data. In 

addition to tabular results, WFEIS produces multiple vector and raster formats. The 

WFEIS operates in a web environment making data and model outputs available to a 

broad set of users. The system provides a framework for estimating fire emissions for 

regional applications where data are available. Possible extension of WFEIS into Mexico 

and Canada has been facilitated by collaborations with Mexican and Canadian resource 

experts supported under the NASA project. WFEIS is built from open-source software 

following international standards facilitating extended system development. We present 

an overview of the WFEIS system, including the web-based system functionality and data 

sets used for emissions estimates for the US. 
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The Community Initiative for Emissions Research and Applications (CIERA, http://ciera-

air.org/) is a community project of GEIA that  aims to facilitate improved emissions 

knowledge, by developing interoperability in emissions datasets and tools, supporting 

evaluations of emissions inventories, communicating emissions information in innovative 

ways, and connecting the emissions development and user communities.  The use of 

standards-based Web services, such as Open Geospatial Consortium standards, and 

Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) are being widely applied toward achieving 

interoperability across air quality and atmospheric science information systems and serve 

as the foundation of CIERA. The standards-based data access queries allow the extraction 

of data subsets in well- defined formats while metadata conventions facilitate data 

discovery. However, challenges remain in implementing these standards and conventions 

consistently across communities. Well documented, simple  approaches to join 

interoperable networks are still lacking. The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) Air 

Quality Community of Practice and the Federation for Earth Science Information Partners 

(ESIP) are working on developing community-based conventions for implementing 

interoperability standards.  CIERA contributes the emissions perspective to these efforts. 

This paper presents the current state-of-the-practice in working with interoperability 

standards as they relate to emissions inventories illustrated through the demonstration of 

currently available data access services and analytical tools.  
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Atmospheric NO2 columns retrieved from satellites provide a useful top-down 

assessment of bottom-up NOx emissions inventories. We present three case studies of an 

approach to evaluate NOx emissions at a sector level by comparing satellite retrievals to 

regional chemical-transport model calculations of NO2 columns. In the first example, the 

atmospheric impact of implementing NOx controls at eastern US power plants is 

demonstrated. In the second study, we use NOx monitors at western US power plants to 

calibrate our satellite-model comparisons. We then apply our approach to evaluate 

bottom-up estimates of NOx emissions from western US cities. In the third example, we 

validate our satellite-model approach using in-situ aircraft measurements and assess NOx 

emissions from power plants, cities, industrial facilities, and ports in eastern Texas. We 

conclude with some general insights on the usefulness of this approach and suggestions 

for future areas of research. 
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An accurate knowledge of the spatial and temporal distribution of surface emissions and 

of their evolution over time is essential to support the analysis and modeling of air quality 

and climate change issues. Furthermore, up-to-date, comprehensive and consistent 

emissions are required for the forecasting of the atmospheric composition at global and 

regional scales.  We will present a comparison and evaluation of different datasets 

concerning global and regional anthropogenic emissions, focusing on their trend over the 

1980-2010 period. This period was chosen, because most of the inventories currently 

available cover at least partially these three decades. Different datasets will be considered, 

including the very recent release of the EDGAR-v4.2 inventory. We we will also consider 

different set of scenarios, such as the RCPs or the GEA future scenarios, or other 

available scenarios.  The analysis will consider the following species: methane, carbon 

monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, black carbon and organic carbon, ammonia, 

and total non-methane volatile organic compounds. We will include in the analysis total 

global emissions, as well as emissions for several regions, i.e. Europe, the USA, Canada, 

South America, Africa, India, China and Oceania. When possible, the emissions provided 

by regional agencies will be included. This analysis will help identify the species and 

regions for which a high degree of consistency exist on emission levels and their trends 

during the past three decades, and the species and regions for which large uncertainties 

remain.  
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The Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) and other 

biogenic emission models need to represent the major processes controlling biogenic 

volatile organic compound (BVOC) fluxes across multiple scales in order to accurately 

estimate regional to global distributions of BVOC emissions. In the past, development 

and evaluation of these models relied on branch enclosure measurements to identify and 

quantify the controlling processes and used inverse modeling of ambient concentrations 

to evaluate the models. These efforts were a valuable first step towards characterizing the 

general magnitude of BVOC emissions but they provide a limited capability for 

accurately quantifying emissions because of the high leaf-to-leaf variability and inherent 

disturbance associated with enclosure techniques and the large uncertainties associated 

with characterizing the chemistry and dynamics required for inverse modeling.  More 

recently, tower and airborne flux techniques using the eddy covariance and gradient 

techniques have enabled quantification of whole canopy fluxes.  

 

This presentation will provide an overview of techniques for cellular, leaf, branch, whole 

canopy, and regional scale BVOC emission measurements and describe strategies for 

applying these approaches in multi-scale studies. Results from recent multi-scale BVOC 

emission studies will be presented and used to evaluate existing models and identify the 

major uncertainties and model differences. Priorities and plans for future community 

studies will be discussed.  
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Biomass is a major source of energy in developing countries particularly India. Biomass 

burning is one of the significant global sources of trace gases (CO, CH4, H2 ,CH3 Cl, NO, 

HCN, CH3CN, COS) and particle emissions in the atmosphere may have an impact on the 

chemical composition of the atmosphere.In this paper, we present the experimentally 

determined emission factors and emission estimates of particulate matter (PM), SO2, NO 

and NO2 emitted from biomass fuels used as energy in Central India. Biomass fuel 

samples were collected at district level from this region. The burning of the collected 

biomass fuels is performed by using the modified dilution sampler based on studies done 

by reported method. In this study, the emission factor represents the total period of 

burning including pyrolysis, flaming and smoldering. The average emission factor of PM 

from dung cake, fuel- wood and crop residue  were found to be 1.2 g kg-1 , 12.5 g kg-1 & 

4.56g Kg-1., which are compared with other states. The average emission factor of SO2, 

NO and NO2 from dung cake, fuel- wood and crop residue over this region are also 

determined. The emission of PM, SO2 , NO and NO2 from biomass fuels used as energy 

in rural household are also estimated in this paper. The GAIN ASIA model is used for the 

estimation of emission factor of PMs in central India.  
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Emission models play a key role within both the performance of emission sensibility 

analysis in a given region and the development of high-resolution air quality models. To 

minimize the uncertainty given by the emission inventories, it is essential to accurately 

characterize the variety of emission sources, as well as to use up-to-date information and 

emission estimation methodologies compiling the state-of-the-art. During 2005 and 2006, 

the BSC-CNS developed the High-Elective Resolution Modeling Emissions System 

(HERMES) to generate an emission inventory for Spain with a temporal and spatial 

resolution of 1 h and 1 km2, taking 2004 as the reference period (Baldasano et al., 2008). 

HERMES is integrated within the high resolution and operational air quality forecasting 

system CALIOPE (CALIOPE development was funded by Spanish Ministry of the 

Environment: www.bsc.es/caliope). Due to both the age of the activity data on which the 

model is based and the appearance of new versions of some remarkable emission 

inventory guidebooks (i.e. EMEP/EEA 2009), it has become necessary to update and 

improve the whole system itself. Hence, a new high emission model for Spain (HERMES 

v.2.0) has been developed. Some of the main features of HERMES v.2.0 are: (1) 

introduction of new pollutant activities which allow the generation of results for both 

anthropogenic (SNAP01 to SNAP10) and biogenic (SNAP11 using the MEGAN v.2.0 

model) emission sources, using Bottom-Up approaches for the most relevant sectors (i.e. 

road traffic, public power); (2) updating of the activity data of each emission source 

according to its availability (raging from 2008 to 2010); (3) improvement and updating of 

the emissions estimation methodologies (i.e. COPERT IV); (4) inclusion of the chemical 

mechanism Carbon Bond-05 besides Carbon Bond-IV. The results estimated with 

HERMES v.2.0 have been compared numerically and spatially with the Spanish National 

Emission Inventory and the TNO emission inventory. 

 

Baldasano, J.M., Güereca, P., López, E., Gassó, S., Jimenez-Guerrero, P., 2008. 

Development of a high-resolution (1 km _ 1 km, 1 h) emission model for Spain: The 

High-Elective Resolution Modelling Emission System (HERMES) 
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Here we report on the Vulcan Project (www.eas.purdue.edu/carbon/vulcan/index.php), an 

effort to estimate fossil fuel CO2  emissions at local space/time scales through the use of 

„bottom-up‰, process-driven information. The Vulcan Project is a key component of the 

North American Carbon Program and is now playing a critical role as a boundary 

constraint to inverse estimation of carbon sources and sinks.  With the advent of denser 

CO2  monitoring, both in situ and remote, a higher resolution approach to inventory 

quantification is essential. 

 

The Vulcan Project has estimated US fossil fuel CO2  emissions at the hourly/sub-county 

scales (placed on a regular 10 km x 10 km grid) for the 1999-2009 timespan. Vulcan is 

built from a wide variety of observational data streams including air pollutant emissions 

reporting, traffic monitoring, energy statistics, and census data. Vulcan also relies on a 

series of modeling assumptions and constructs to interpolate in space, time and transform 

non-CO2  reporting into an estimate of CO2  combustion emissions. The recent version 

2.0 of the Vulcan inventory has produced advances in a number of categories with 

particular emphasis on improved temporal structure.  

 

Vulcan has also generated interest from decision-making communities and is now 

attempting to meet a variety of CO2  mitigation goals by providing process detail on 

emissions activities. This has led to the Hestia effort in which quantification has been 

attempted down to the individual building level within a single urban domain 

(Indianapolis, USA). A partner project, INFLUX, has begun in which the Hestia 

inventory is combined with aircraft monitoring and cel tower instrumentation to attempt 

an urban-level bottom-up/top-down comparison. As with Vulcan, the Hestia effort has a 

variety of decision-support spin-offs including urban planning, energy efficiency 

planning in addition to CO2  mitigation planning at the urban/street level. Esimation for 

the city of Los Angeles is now underway. 
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Ozone is a pollutant for vegetation which reduces crop yield and forest growth(1,2). It 

also reacts with  biogenically emitted Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)s and oxidized 

reactive nitrogen (NOX) in the atmosphere. In order to reproduce this processes 

effectively in a model it is important to incorporate both terrestrial biogeochemistry and 

atmospheric chemistry processes. The atmospheric boundary layer provides the main 

interface where these biogeochemistry and atmospheric chemistry interactions occur. The 

terrestrial uptake of carbon dioxide by plant photosynthesis is affected by deposition of 

nutrients, e.g., nitrogen and pollutants such as ozone. This is further complicated by the 

fact that the C-cycle also plays a role in the regulation of biogenic emissions of VOCs 

and NOX, which in turn affect chemical production and deposition of ozone. These 

biogeo- and atmospheric chemistry interactions in the boundary layer are of relevance in 

assessing the response of ecosystems to climate and global change. Provided are results 

of an analysis with a dynamical vegetation model LPJ-GUESS(3), that includes an ozone 

flux response relationship(4). The approached of Sitch et al. is adopted inside the 

dynamic vegetation model framework model, to simulate vegetation growth and study the 

effect of ozone stress that reduces the net photosynthesis. The study specifically 

concentrate on the potential effects ozone toxicity has on the structural components of 

forest ecosystems. Several different types of vegetation types, in terms of high- or low 

emitting isoprene and high- or low vegetation sensitivity in the ozone flux response, will 

be studied in order to asses the atmospheric couplings and the vegetation dynamics due to 

ozone and biogenic VOC in the systems. 

 

References: 

(1) H. Pleijel et al., 2000, Env. Poll., 109, 453-462 

(2) P.E. Karlsson et al.,2003, Env. Poll., 128, 405-417 

(3) B. Smith et al, 2001, G. Eco. Biol., 10, 621-637 

(4) S. Sitch et al., 2007, Nature, 448, 791-795 
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Agriculture is the main source of atmospheric ammonia. This compound reacts with nitric 

acid to form ammonium nitrate aerosols. Under specific meteorological conditions, these 

aerosols can contribute to high particulate matter concentrations in the low troposphere, 

which can be responsible for adverse health effects.  In spring 2007, the forecasts 

delivered by the chemical transport model (CTM) CHIMERE within the French 

operational platform for air quality monitoring and forecasting PREV‚AIR were 

underestimating PM10 levels. In-situ observations on the aerosol composition suggested 

that was due to a lack of ammonium nitrate aerosol production.  

 

To increase the model capability to capture such particulate episode, we have built a 

coupled approach between CHIMERE and the mechanistic model VOLT‚AIR (INRA). 

This method improves the ammonia emissions providing high description (spatially and 

temporally) of the use of manure and fertilizer spreading and it allows to get a more 

precise assessment of ammonia availability in soil. These new emission data are then 

used in CHIMERE to simulate the particulate matter levels in the atmosphere. 

 

Results of the study carried out for France from March to April 2007 show large 

spatiotemporal variations of ammonia emissions. Under favourable meteorological 

conditions, high ammonia emissions contribute largely to aerosol formation. The 

comparison of results with the previously used method indicates significant differences in 

the spatial distribution and magnitude of ammonia emissions and therefore of secondary 

aerosol production. The evaluation of the model performance over the Spring 2007 shows 

sensitive improvements. The skill of this new approach is also to provide a powerful tool 

to support national authorities in drawing up emission reduction measures targeting the 

agricultural practices  
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Halocarbon emissions from China and Korea were determined using continuous 

measurements from the Shiangdianzi, China, and Gosan, Korea, atmospheric 

observatories and a Bayesian inversion technique. The emission sensitivities as required 

by the inversion were obtained with the Lagrangian particle dispersion model 

FLEXPART in time-reversed mode. To evaluate transport model uncertainties 

FLEXPART was either driven by ECMWF or NCEP analysis fields. Depending on their 

chlorine and bromine content and their global warming potentials halocarbon emissions 

are either regulated under the Montreal or Kyoto protocol. China, categorized as an 

Article 5 country under the Montreal protocol, was required to phase out the use of long-

lived chlorine-containing chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) after 2010. Here we present 

inversion results for the period 2008-2011 for several CFC, halons and 

hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC), and of some of their chlorine-free replacement 

products (hydrofluorocarbons, HFC). Differences to bottom-up estimates that were used 

as a-priori values for the inversion are discussed. In contrast to previous regional scale 

studies for Eastern Asia, we have improved our transport simulations by using more 

highly resolved meteorological input data. In addition, the resolution of the inversion grid 

close to the observatories was increased. Together, these increases in grid resolution 

largely enhance the transport model‚s ability to reproduce atmospheric observations from 

a-priori but especially a-posteriori emissions. This is particularly evident for the site 

Shiangdianzi that is located only 120 km north-east of Beijing and therefore often 

influenced by rather large halocarbon abundances. One extremely critical aspect in the 

application of inversion techniques is the design of proper uncertainty covariance 

matrices. We evaluated the effect of three different designs of the model/observation 
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covariance matrices on the inversion results. Overall similar country total emissions were 

obtained, but differences were observed in terms of spatial distribution and uncertainty of 

a-posteriori emissions.  
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The growing cities, sharp increasing traffic, trajectory growth, rapid economic 

development and industrialization, and higher levels of energy consumption has resulted 

an increase of pollution load in the urban environment. It is also accepted that 

automobiles have emerged as a critical source of urban air pollution specially in the 

developing world. Realizing the gravity of the problem, steps are being taken to introduce 

better technologies, better fuel quality, shift to environment friendly fuels, and mass 

transit system for the control of environmental pollution in urban areas. In India, the 

number of motor vehicles has grown from 0.3 million in 1951 to approximately 50 

million in 2000, of which, two wheelers (mainly driven by two stroke engines) accounts 

for 70% of the total vehicular population. Two wheelers, combined with cars (four 

wheelers, excluding taxis) (personal mode of transportation) account for approximately 

four fifth of the total vehicular population. The problem has been further compounded by 

steady increase in urban population (from approximately 17% to 28% during 1951-2001; 

Sharma; 2001 and larger concentration of vehicles in these urban cities specially in four 

major metros namely, Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkatta which account for more 

than 15% of the total vehicular population of the whole country, whereas, more than 40 

other metropolitan cities  accounted for 35% of the vehicular population of the country. 

These high level of pollutants are mainly responsible for respiratory and other air 

pollution related ailments including lung cancer, asthma etc., which is significantly 

higher than the national average .Status of vehicular emissions  in developing 

country ,India is described in detail in the present paper. 

      Keywords: vehicular emissions , Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkatta  
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We estimate the emission fluxes of a range of aerosol species and aerosol precursor at the 

global scale using a data assimilation method. These fluxes are computed by assimilating 

daily total and fine mode aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 550 nm from the Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) into a global aerosol model of 

intermediate complexity. Monthly emissions are fitted homogeneously for each species 

over a set of predefined regions. The assimilation system has been applied to the entire 

year 2002 and its performance is evaluated by comparing the AOD after assimilation 

against the MODIS observations and against independent observations. The system is 

effective in forcing the model towards the observations, for both total and fine mode 

AOD. Significant improvements for the root mean square error and correlation 

coefficient against both the assimilated and independent datasets are observed as well as a 

significant decrease in the mean bias against the assimilated observations. The estimated 

emission flux is 14.5 Tg/yr for black carbon, 119 Tg/yr for organic matter, 17 Pg/yr for 

sea salt, 82.7 TgS/yr for SO2 and 1383 Tg/yr for desert dust. They represent a difference 

of +45%, +40%, +26%, +13% and -39% respectively, with respect to the a priori values. 

The system has been applied to the year 2005 with similar performance in the reduction 

of the RMS and bias and increase in correlation. The study will be extended by applying 

it to the year 2010 and by including AOD derived from the PARASOL (Polarization & 

Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric Sciences coupled with Observations from a 

Lidar) instrument to the set of assimilated observations. The impact of including 

PARASOL AOD to the assimilation will be examined and estimated fluxes 

corresponding to the years 2002, 2005 and 2010 will be presented and compared with 

different top-down and bottom-up estimates.  
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Pollutant Emissions, atmospheric Observations and Models (EOMs) are the three pillars 

of air quality analysis but their integration into a linked EOM system has remained a 

persistent challenge. Emissions, Observation and Modeling components are generally 

autonomous, self-sustaining systems in their own right, and closing the EOM system 

loop, i.e. iteratively reconciling the EOMs, has been a particularly elusive goal. Such 

closure is hampered by (1) uncertainties inherent in the respective scientific disciplines, 

(2) engineering/technical challenges of integrating the participating information systems, 

and (3) managerial impediments of linking diverse organizations. Here we are addressing 

(2), the information systems that support data flow and interaction among emissions, 

observations and models. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) offers an attractive 

approach for information systems in support of EOM closure.  „Services‰ are loosely 

coupled, reusable software components distributed among multiple organizations that can 

be orchestrated and dynamically assembled into agile software applications tailored to 

meet particular information objectives. Key service categories relevant to emissions 

include standards-based data access services; generic emission-model adapter 

components that connect emissions to specific client models; multi-emission integrator 

components for comparison, harmonization and fusion; and inverse modeling 

components to augment bottom-up emissions using remote sensing and surface-based 

observations. SOA includes facilities for publishing information resources, as well as 

finding and accessing the desired resources by the users that can be applied in the context 

of EOM.  The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) has adopted SOA for the pursuit of 

the Global Observing System of Systems (GEOSS). Through the activities of the 

voluntary, self-organized GEO Air Quality Community of Practice, advances have been 

made in implementing SOA-based AQ data system connectivity consisting of standards-

based data access servers at major data hubs; a unified AQ Community Catalog for 

finding and accessing the shared, interoperable data resources; and several client 

applications. This will report on the evolving AQ data network and demonstrate  the 

state-of-the-practice in publishing, finding and accessing the networked resources, 

including emissions data.  
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The Air Quality Data Network (ADN) facilitates finding, accessing and merging air 

quality-related observations, emissions and models. The approach of ADN is to connect 

and enable existing globally distributed AQ Data Portals by a standards-based data-

sharing infrastructure, using GEOSS data sharing principles. ADN is guided by the GEO 

AQ Community of Practice, a self-organized voluntary group that fosters the application 

of Earth observations to air quality management and science. Two key facilities of the 

Network are the AQ Community Catalog (AQ ComCat, 

ttp://webapps.datafed.net/CORE.uFIND) and a set of Application Programs. In the 

Network, data resources are 'published' by completing a registration form based on ISO 

19115 standard as extended to include AQ domain-specific metadata. The ISO data 

records are deposited into an open access location such as a web folder. AQ ComCat 

collects (periodically harvests) the available records from various data originators or 

mediators and makes the metadata accessible as a service to Catalogs or Brokers 

components such as GICat. Users can find and access the available data resources though 

a browser interface and faceted search facility. The standard service-based data access 

allows the creation of tools for statistical analysis, visualization and other analytical and 

exploration applications. The service-oriented application development framework 

(DataFed client) makes it easy to create and configure such „cloud‟-based applications.  

Both the AQ Community Catalog, and a set of Network-based tools will be demonstrated, 

including applications for: Model Evaluation; Emission-Observation Comparisons; 

Spatial-Temporal Pollutant Characterization and Real-Time monitoring Consoles. 
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A major limitation of our present knowledge of emissions, in particular from 

anthropogenic and industrial sources, is the difficulty to estimate surface emissions with 

both a high spatial resolution and a wide coverage. In situ measurements are too sporadic 

and often need the use of inverse modeling to associate an emission to a precise 

source;  space observations offer a good spatial coverage but an inaccurate spatial 

resolution. Then, remote sensing instrument from the ground can assess profiles or 

integrated column of gaseous species and aerosols optical properties but can‚t cover 

simultaneously a wide area corresponding to an industrial site. This paper present a new 

method to quantify simultaneously gases and aerosols from anthropogenic plumes with a 

high spatial resolution and a wide coverage using hyperspectral imaging from visible to 

thermal infrared coupling to Lidar ground measurement. Current developments in 

hyperspectral imaging offer new opportunities for monitoring emission data, combining 

high spatial resolution with good spectral resolution from VIS to thermal infrared. 

Dennison et al. (2006) has shown that hyperspectral imaging can help to characterize 

biomass burning emission with a high spatial resolution. More recently, we have shown 

(Deschamps et al., 2012, in revision, Alakian et al., 2009) that aerosols properties and 

carbon dioxide emission can be quantified simultaneously over biomass burning plume. 

Nevertheless, aerosols and gases from industrial sources have less been investigated, if 

many species can be detected from industrial plumes (Young et al., 2002, Puckrin et al., 

2011), gas emission quantification has not been overcome yet. In this paper we will 

present (i) the main methodology : coupling new airborne hyperspectral instruments with 

Lidar multi-wave length to quantify simultaneously gas and aerosols from industrial 

plumes;  (ii) first results from simulations and hyperspectral data collected from Telops 

thermal infrared instrument and  CASI  instrument above two different industrial areas. 
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Very high resolution emission inventories can be constructed using vessel position 

reports transmitted by onboard navigation equipment called Automatic Identification 

System (AIS). Automatic position reports are transmitted every two seconds at best 

which in principle facilitates tracking of ship emissions in near real time. The use of AIS 

equipment is mandatory for all ships globally and it offers a balanced view of the state of 

the marine traffic. AIS position reports can be received by terrestrial networks or using 

dedicated satellites. The strengths and weaknesses of terrestrial and satellite AIS 

reception will be discussed. We will show how this information can be useful for studies 

of emissions from shipping, taking detailed technical data, true vessel position, identity, 

speed changes and installed emission abatement techniques into account. When this 

 procedure is repeated for all vessels in an area, an emission inventory can be obtained. 

 

The proposed method, Ship Traffic Emission Assessment Model (STEAM), allows 

studies from harbor scale to global scale and is only limited by the accuracy of the Global 

Positioning System. Emissions from ships inside harbor areas will be included, which are 

usually neglected in regional/global inventories. Examples of the geographical scalability 

will be provided. The model predicts instantaneous emissions of ships and they can be 

compared with direct stack measurements. It is also possible to include various 

environmental effects, like high sea states.  
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Version v4.2 of the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) 

provides a consistent time series of greenhouse gas (GHG) and air pollutant (AP) 

emissions for the period 1970-2008. The consistency of the data set is three-fold: 

geographical coverage; sector-specific anthropogenic activities following UNFCCC 

reporting requirements; and the chemical composition of sources.  Whereas some 

national inventories may achieve greater internal transparency, accuracy, completeness, 

consistency and comparability for individual species, the EDGAR dataset has coherence 

and comparability between all countries and emission species. The GHG and AP 

emission trends are compared with other inventories (national or supranational), using a.o. 

the UNFCCC for GHGs and EMEP, GAINS, REAS, EPRTR for APs. The second step is 

a validation by using the emissions as input to chemical transport models and comparing 

the resulting concentrations with measurements. Lessons learned from such studies of 

selected species (CH4, CO, NOx) will be reported. Finally, we present trend analyses 

between species. For example the emission trends of CO2  and NOx were analysed by 

sector, and the spatial distribution of the sources categorized into rural locations where 

both trends match and industrial and urban activities where the trends do not match. Such 

analyses are a useful means of identifying potential correlations between the emissions 

and their drivers.  
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Thailand is subject annually to trans-boundary haze pollution from biomass open burning, 

especially from forest fires during the period of January to April, i.e. dry season in the 

Mekong sub-region. The air pollutants emissions can be estimated using the extension of 

the activity data, i.e. the amount of burned area, and the emission factors of different 

chemical compounds of interest. However, the uncertainties of these estimations are still 

high due to difficulty in determining of the size of fires in the region where they occurred, 

and in measuring the quantity of biomass fuel, as well as the emission factors of species 

of interest since their data were almost collected from forest fires in other regions. In this 

study, a methodology to estimate the size of burned area using MODIS satellites data 

with calibration by mean of ground survey data was developed. Data related to the 

amount of biomass fuel and combustion efficiency, which should be used to define the 

intensity of the activity, were collected through prescribed fire experiments at Doi 

Suthep-Pui National Park, Chiangmai, the capital of the northern region of Thailand. The 

ground survey observations showed that most of the forest fires in Thailand are of surface 

fires type, i.e. only vegetation at the ground surface is burned during fires. The estimation 

on the emissions from forest fires during 2005 to 2009 indicated that the amount of CO, 

CO2, CH4, and N2O was about 5,373,677 tons, 81,638,551 tons, 351,356 tons, and 10,334 

tons, respectively, or about 10,582,210 tons of CO2 eq. They also emitted 439,915 tons of 

PM10. The year 2007 was found to be the year when the emissions were the largest. 

Annually, March is the period that has the maximum amount of emissions. To facilitate 

the emission inventory and public understanding, results are displayed in gridded maps. 
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We will present the latest developments of the Global Fire Assimilation System (GFAS), 

which has been implemented by the MACC project in order to provide accurate fire 

biomass burning emission estimates for the real time and retrospective GMES 

atmospheric monitoring and forecasting services. Accurate fire emissions have been 

shown to be a crucial input for air quality forecasts even when satellite-based atmospheric 

observations are being assimilated. On the other hand, comparisons of the simulated 

smoke plumes and atmospheric observations provide information on the accuracy of the 

bottom-up fire emission estimates. 

The emission estimates of GFAS are generally consistent with those of the GFED 

inventory, but they are available with 1-day temporal resoution and in real time. There 

are also a few small systematic differences between the emission estimates of the two 

inventories. The general consistency is achieved by assimilating Fire Radiative Power 

(FRP) observations from the MODIS instruments, and by a conversion of the daily FRP 

to dry matter combustion rate that depends on the fire type. Emission rates for forty 

smoke constituents are subsequently calculated from the dry matter combustion rate. The 

emisson estimates have been validated against atmospheric observations of aerosol 

optical depth, carbon monoxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide and formaldehyde using the 

atmospheric models of MACC. 

The GFAS data are currently produced with resolutions of 1 day and 0.1 deg, and a time 

lag of seven hours. They cover the period since January 2003 and are publicly available. 

In the future, the inclusion of FRP products from the geostationary satellites Meteosat-9, 

GOES-East, and GOES-West will lead to a finer temporal resolution as well as to an 

improved accuracy of the daily emission estimates. Estimates of smoke injection height 

will also become available 
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Wildfires play an important role in the chemical and thermal balance of the atmosphere 

by providing a significant source of greenhouse and reactive gases. They are also known 

to contribute significantly to air pollution in many regions of the world. In particular, the 

extreme air pollution level was observed in European Russia during the mega-fire event 

in summer 2010. Ground based and satellite measurements performed during this event 

provided a good opportunity for evaluation of available estimates of wildfire emissions.  

One of the goals of our recent study (Konovalov et al., ACP, 2011) of the 2010 Russian 

mega-fire event was to examine feasibility of using pyrogenic emission estimates derived 

from satellite fire radiative power (FRP) measurements to simulate daily variability of air 

pollution in a megacity region during a period of intensive wildfires. We used the state-

of-the-art CHIMERE chemistry transport model (CTM) which had earlier been validated 

for the European part of Russia under „normal‰ atmospheric conditions. To calculate 

wildfire emissions, we developed an original algorithm transforming available FRP data 

from the MODIS measurements into wildfire emissions (including emissions from peat 

fires). Having performed model modifications needed to address the considered extreme 

situation, we found that CHIMERE reproduces independent air pollution monitoring data 

quite adequately, and that inclusion of the fire emissions into the model significantly 

improves its performance. Therefore we demonstrated that the satellite FRP 

measurements can provide sufficiently accurate temporal-spatial fields of pyrogenic 

emissions. This talk will focus on comparison of our wildfire emission estimates with 

data of the Global Fire Emissions Database version 3 (GFED3) for the considered region. 

In particular, it will be shown that the different fire emission data manifest major 

discrepancies, thus indicating their uncertainties and illustrating the need for further 

efforts aiming at improving and validating fire emission inventories. 
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The rapid increase in South Asian NOx emissions over the last decade has become a 

matter of concern due to their serious consequences for air quality and atmospheric 

chemistry. The information about NOx emissions in South Asia is available from a 

number of regional and global inventories but detailed evaluation of such datasets has not 

been conducted so far. This study integrates WRF-Chem model simulations with 

tropospheric column NO2 retrievals from OMI to quantify uncertainties in NOx emissions 

estimates in South Asian region. The spatial and temporal variability of satellite retrievals 

is reproduced reasonably well by the model as indicated by higher values (0.61-0.73) of 

index of agreement. However, mean bias analysis indicates that model underestimates 

OMI retrievals during all the seasons except during winter. The estimated mean 

normalized bias (117-358%) and mean normalized gross error (184-395%) between co-

located model and satellite data indicate large uncertainties in NOx emission estimate 

over this region. The underestimation of OMI retrievals over the biomass burning regions 

points towards underestimation of NOx emissions from biomass burning. The results 

from a sensitivity analysis showed that adjusting for the temporal trends can improve the 

model performance in this region. These results suggest for substantial improvements in 

NOx emissions estimates to adequately understand the NOx pollution and related 

atmospheric chemistry in South Asia.     
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Satellite observations of tropospheric NO2 vertical column densities (VCDs) over 

Southeast Asia including China and Japan are analyzed based on measurements from four 

satellite sensors; GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 during the time period 

from April 1996 to November 2011.  The interanual variations and the consistency 

between the different satellite datasets are investigated and compared with our own 

emission inventory for Asian region. The tropospheric NO2 vertical column densities 

over the study area have been simulated with Community Multiscale Air Quality 

(CMAQ) model and then comparably analyzed with those retrieved from satellite 

observations at the same date and time of satellite overpass times in order to validate the 

accuracy of the emission inventories. The concurrent measurements of tropospheric NO2 

VCDs from four satellites present a good agreement with the correlation coefficients 

higher than 0.75. The differences between satellite datasets mainly stem from different 

spatial resolutions and satellite observing times. The fifteen year tropospheric NO2 VCDs 

data (1996-2011) from GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and GOME-2 shows high 

increasing trends in China, especially in the industrial areas (11% per year in Beijing and 

Shanghai). For other regions, satellite observations show no clear increasing trends. Most 

of the results from the model simulations of horizontal tropospheric NO2 VCDs 

distribution generally agree well with satellite measurements. Overall, the discrepancies 

among the CMAQ model and satellite retrievals are mainly due to inaccurate emission 

inventories fed into the model and the uncertainties in the satellite retrievals. However, as 

a result of the consistency between satellite-retrieved and model simulated tropospheric 

NO2 VCDs, it suggests that integration of satellite data with air quality model can be used 

to evaluate and improve the accuracy of emission inventories.    
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A regional fossil fuel and biofuel emission inventory for gases and particulates has been 

developed for Africa at a resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° for the year 2005. The original 

database of Junker and Liousse (2008) was used after modification for updated regional 

fuel consumption and emission factors. Consumption data were corrected after direct 

inquiries conducted in Africa, including a new emitter category (i.e. two-wheel vehicles 

including „zemidjans‰) and a new activity sector (i.e. power plants) since both were not 

considered in the previous emission inventory. Emission factors were measured during 

the 2005 AMMA campaign (Assamoi and Liousse, 2010) and combustion chamber 

experiments. Two prospective inventories for 2030 are derived based on this new 

regional inventory and two energy consumption forecasts by the Prospective Outlook on 

Long-term Energy Systems (POLES) model (Criqui, 2001). The first is a reference 

scenario (2030ref), where no emission controls beyond those achieved in 2003 are taken 

into account, and the second is for a "clean" scenario (2030ccc) where possible and 

planned policies within Kyoto protocole for emission control are assumed to be effective. 

A ccc* scenario has been also constructed from african specific emission control (change 

of two-wheel vehicle park, change of biofuel type ∑). Carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, 

sulfur dioxide, black and organic carbon, and volatile organic compounds emission 

budgets for these new inventories will be discussed for present and future scenarios 

according to the different sectors (traffic, biofuel, power plant, industries), fuels and 

african regions. Finally, we have compared the budgets of such chemical compounds to 

the previous existing global dataset dealing with Africa including ACCMIP inventory. 
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In this paper we will present an optical remote method, Solar Occultation Flux 

(SOF),  that has been developed and applied during the last decade for fugitive emission 

measurements of NMVOCs from industry (Mellqvist, JGR, 2009).  Measurements have 

been carried out in several oil related industrial conglomerates in Europe and USA, 

i.e.  Antwerpen, Beaumont, Göteborg, Houston, Le Havre Port Arthur and Rotterdam.  

The measurement results have been compared to inventory data,  and the latter heavily 

underpredicts the VOC emissions, by an order of magnitude, depending on the type of 

industry.  Other measurement techniques show similar discrepancies.  Since inventory 

data worldwide are based on calculation methods derived by the  US EPA, in general,  it 

is likely that the worldwide emissions of NMVOC  from oil related activities are heavily 

underpredicted.  
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NO2 vertical column abundances retrieved from satellite instruments (incl. GOME, 

SCIAMACHY, GOME-2, OMI) have been largely used in the last years to infer 

constraints on regional and global emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO+NO2=NOx). 

Furthermore, the temporal variability of the emissions from short-term (e.g. 

diurnal/weekly) to long-term (e.g. decadal) scales has also been investigated based on the 

inverse modeling technique. The common basic assumption behind these studies is that 

uncertainties on bottom-up emissions are larger than uncertainties in both the NO2 

retrievals and the model operator. Our contribution aims at verifying the validity of this 

assumption, in the light of recent studies related to the main chemical sinks of the NOx 

family. These sinks include (a) the NO2+OH reaction, (b) the minor HNO3-forming 

channel of the HO2+NO2 reaction, (c) the formation of organic nitrates followed by their 

deposition, and (d) the heterogeneous reaction of N2O5 with H2O at the surface of 

aerosols. Our aim is to investigate the role of uncertainties regarding (1) the abundances 

of the oxidants (mainly OH) involved in these reactions, (2) the kinetic rates and 

mechanisms of the sink processes. To that effect, the OMI NO2 columns for the year 

2007 retrieved with the version 2 TEMIS algorithm (Boersma et al., ACPD 2011) will be 

used to infer global NOx emissions in the IMAGESv2 model run at 2x2.5 degree 

resolution. The results will be evaluated (1) in terms of spatial and temporal distributions 

of emissions, and (2) using independent ground-based, aircraft and satellite observations.  
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Mineral composition of dust emitted from natural desert sources is an important factor in 

affecting the Earth environment and human health. The color of arid soils and dust 

emitted from them is a feature critically influencing the absorption of the solar radiation. 

On a longer term, the radiation soil/dust properties behave as a climate-modifying factor. 

The soil/dust color is strongly correlated to the iron content in the iron-carrying minerals. 

Furthermore, iron in minerals appears as key a micronutrient in the open ocean after dust 

deposited following its downwind long-range atmospheric transport. Finally, it is 

hypothesized that the meningitis outbreaks linked to the dusty weather season might be 

dependent on the amount of iron content in the inhaled mineral dust.  

 

Following the societal and scientific need to better represent mineral fractions in model 

simulations of dust aerosol, a global 1-km database on mineral composition in arid soils 

(GMINER30) has been developed to serve as input for emission parameterization in dust 

models (Nickovic et al, 2012). GMINER30 is available for public use at 

http://www.seevccc.rs/?p=623. 

 

In this contribution, we will show a preliminary results of a dust model simulation of the 

iron atmospheric life cycle, where mineral fractions in the aerosol are based on 

GMINER30 data. The model assesses the amount of a soluble iron fraction deposited 

over the open ocean.  
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Fossil fuel CO2  emission (FFCO2), which is often assumed to be a perfect quantity in 

conventional inverse estimations of surface CO2  fluxes, needs to be prescribed accurately 

in atmospheric CO2  simulations to make use of concentration data obtained from various 

platforms such as ground stations, towers, aircraft and satellites. Timely, gridded datasets 

of FFCO2 need to be prepared swiftly and flexibly at reasonable spatial and temporal 

scales. We present a method to prepare global gridded datasets of FFCO2 emissions and 

present examples for 2000-2010. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center 

(CDIAC)'s emission estimates for 2000-2007 were employed and then projected over the 

last three years (2008-2010) using BP‚s fuel consumption statistics. Spatial distributions 

of emissions were determined/estimated using various available proxy data including 

power plant emissions and geographic locations, satellite-observed nightlights, and 

aircraft and ship tracks adopted from EDGAR and AERO2k emission inventories 

according to emission types. Temporal variations of emissions were modeled using 

CDIAC‚s monthly global FFCO2 dataset (for land) and AERO2k inventory (for aviation) 

respectively. The resulting emission dataset was compared to the U.S. Vulcan inventory 

at different spatial resolutions. We also examine the use of the nightlight data for 

estimating spatial distributions of land emissions at a high spatial scale, by comparing to 

existing high-resolution FFCO2 datasets and discuss limitations of the nightlight-based 

method.  
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We updated the regional emission inventory in Asia (REAS 1.1; Ohara et al., 2007) to 

REAS 2.0 and estimated SO2, NOx, CO, VOC, PM2.5, BC, OC, and NH3 emissions 

during 2000-2008 for Asian countries including the Asian part of Russia and Central Asia. 

Asian total emissions show the growth over the period by 35% for SO2, 51% for NOx, 

34% for CO, 43% for VOC, 40% for PM2.5, 30% for BC, 20% for OC, and 24% for NH3, 

respectively. Growth rates of China™fs emissions tend to decrease recently, especially 

for SO2, which suggests that emission control measurements are becoming effective. On 

the other hand, total emissions in Southeast Asia and South Asia are monotonically 

increasing throughout the period.  

 

For verification of REAS 2.0 inventory, we estimated the trend and seasonal variation of 

NOx emissions in East Asia by the simple inverse modeling using the chemical transport 

model (CMAQ) and GOME/SCIAMACHY satellite observations of NO2 vertical column 

densities and compared with the REAS 2.0. Inversed trend and seasonal variation of NOx 

emissions in Japan are quite consistent with those for REAS 2.0 inventory. However, the 

inversed results for China™fs emissions suggest that the NOx emission trend of REAS 

2.0 tend to be overestimated.  
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It is generally agreed in the biogenic volatile organic compound (bVOC) research 

community that there is a pressing need for bVOC flux data from various and diverse 

field campaigns to be collated into a single database. A central bVOC flux database 

would facilitate selection of data for developing and validating emission inventory and 

atmospheric chemistry models, and would also assist model inter-comparison 

experiments by offering an easily accessible and transparent source of input and test data. 

To gather these flux data and to store them with descriptive and useful metadata is a 

challenging task and requires buy-in and support consent and compliance of the bVOC 

flux research community. The database software needs to be flexible, robust and user-

friendly with easy, straightforward data uploading, and easily accessible, intuitive data 

retrieval.  

The database software developed for the NitroEurope IP offers this flexibility and ease of 

use. It provides an interface between the user and a large Oracle® database which grows 

and develops according to data form definitions, data submissions and downloading 

reports. In its present working version, data can be uploaded as Microsoft Excel 

workbooks or as CSV files. Downloading data is by a user-friendly series of screens 

where data fields can be selected from different datasets. Data security, privacy and IPR 

are handled sensitively, on a case-by-case basis, and is within full control of the data 

owner. This software is extremely flexible and is already used by projects other than 

NitroEurope.  

With the full support of the bVOC research community, we propose to develop and 

deploy this software for the bVOC community, and we are currently seeking resources 

for this task. We present an overview of the software to demonstrate the user-friendliness, 

possible work-flow for creating the bVOC flux database. 
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Recent estimates for the emissions of BC aerosols from present day biomass burning vary 

from 2.6 Tg/yr (Lamarque et al. 2010) to a high of 6.3 Tg/yr (Zhang et al. 2005). These 

varying emissions are the result of uncertainties in the methods used to estimate them as 

well as uncertainties introduced in the models used for estimates in top-down methods. 

Here we use 3 different models and 3 inventories to estimate the amount of BC deposited 

in ice cores in the Southern Hemisphere. Our study examines the effects of uncertainties 

in the treatment of scavenging as well as uncertainties in the underlying models used to 

estimate the transport of BC from source regions to the Antarctic.  These differing 

treatments and models are used to estimate the forcing associated with BC and biomass 

burning aerosols. Our results may be used to bound the direct and indirect effects of BC 

and OM from biomass burning as well as their absorption of shortwave radiation in the 

atmosphere. 
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Since 2007, air samples collected regularly at a cooperative network of tall towers and 

from aircraft across the US have been analyzed in the NOAA Boulder lab for over sixty 

different species, including greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6), CO, several 

hydrocarbons (propane, n-butane, pentanes, benzene, acetylene), and ozone-depleting 

substances. At a subset of sites, air is also sampled for radiocarbon in CO2 (
14

CO2), 

allowing for the quantification of the fossil fuel component of total atmospheric CO2. 

 

One of these tall towers is the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) located in Weld 

County, 35 km north of the Denver metropolitan area in the northern Colorado Front 
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Range. The BAO sits on the southwestern edge of the Denver-Julesburg fossil fuel Basin 

(DJB), home to over 20,000 natural gas and gas condensate wells. A wind sector analysis 

of the BAO data shows that air samples that have traveled over the DJB exhibit enhanced 

levels of methane and higher alkanes that are strongly correlated with each other. An 

analysis of 
14

CO2 shows that these trace gases are also correlated with CO2 from fossil 

fuel combustion. To better understand the local sources influencing the air composition in 

the region, we drove an instrumented van (Mobile Laboratory) around BAO and the 

Front Range during the summer of 2008 and 2011. We will present results from the 

analysis of the BAO and Mobile Lab data including a comparison of a bottom-up 

inventory and top-down emission scenarios for methane, n-butane, i-pentane, n-pentane 

and benzene from oil and gas production in Weld County.  
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Mercury (Hg) constitutes a Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs), and its deposition results in 

both adverse effects to human health and ecosystem. Recent studies on Hg fate in the 

Northern Hemisphere indicated a relatively high deposition of total Hg in many regions 

of Asian countries, including Northern region of Thailand, which raises questions on the 

potential of national emission sources, and their contribution to Hg deposition in 

Thailand. In this regard, the understanding of several factors, such as source 

characteristics, meteorological conditions and chemical transformation, is highly 

required. In this work, to better document the sources of atmospheric Hg in Thailand, 

estimates for the year 2010 of anthropogenic and natural atmospheric Hg emissions were 

performed. For anthropogenic sources, the calculations were based on the bottom up 

approach, consisting in treating each source individually, and sum up all the individual 

sources for the total. The activity data were obtained from official sources (e.g., 

governmental reports and databases). The emission factors of Hg species were adopted 

from international literature review and local sources if available. Regarding natural 

sources, the activity data are derived from the national land use and land cover, and the 

emission factors were reviewed from both local and international database. The 

preliminary results showed that in the year 2010, Hg emissions from anthropogenic 

sources were 10,264 kg, while those from natural sources were 3,177 kg. Among 

anthropogenic sources, share of Hg emissions by sector indicated that industrial 

combustion (40.1%), industrial processes (28.5%), incinerator (15.3%), power sector 

(10.1%). Among natural sources, share of Hg emissions were from soil surface (92.2%) 

and in land water surface (7.8%). Geographic Information System (GIS) maps are 

presented and discussed, in terms of hotspot regions and anthropogenic sectors of 

emission. 
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A good estimate of gas and aerosol anthropogenic emissions is crucial for estimating the 

chemical composition of the atmosphere. Although high-resolution emission inventories 

covering the entire Europe exist and they have been applied in several studies, their 

quality has not been evaluated uniformly in all the European regions. In this study we 

present the results from a set of simulations that aims to quantify the effect of three 

different anthropogenic emission inventories (EMEP, 0.5°x0.5° degrees; EMEP/INERIS 

0.1°x0.1° degrees; TNO/MACC_2005 1/8°x1/16° degrees) on gas and aerosol 

concentrations over the Eastern Mediterranean region (Turkey and the Balkan Peninsula). 

We present the results from regional model simulations (WRF-CMAQ) and we analyze 

the impact of different grid resolutions (30x30 km and 10x10 km) and emission 

distributions on model performances. We used the OMI satellite observations of NO2 

total column concentrations to evaluate the geographical pattern of simulated NO2 

concentrations.  The largest observed pollution hot spot is located over Istanbul, with 

monthly mean averages larger than 12x1015 molecules cm-2 in January and 6x1015 

molecules cm-2 in July. Other polluted spots are located over the main cities of the region 

(e.g. Ankara, Athens, Belgrade and Bucharest), but none of the three emission inventories 

were able to represent the observed NO2 total column concentrations. The simulated O3 

and PM2.5 monthly mean surface concentrations at 30x30 km resolution are similar 

among the simulations with EMEP and EMEP/INERIS anthropogenic emissions. The 

simulation with TNO/MACC_2005 inventory, as compared to EMEP, showed large 

differences, up to 10 ppbv for O3 and 5 µg m-3 for PM2.5, particularly over Turkey. The 

simulation with TNO/MACC_2005 inventory at 10x10 km resolution shows a large 

number of point sources over Turkey and in the Balkan Peninsula, which are not shown 

by EMEP/INERIS, with differences up to 8 µg m-3 in PM2.5 monthly mean surface 

concentrations. 
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Knowledge of the uncertainty in current anthropogenic emissions is critical in projecting 

future abundances of N2O and CH4.  For the industrially produced GHG (e.g., fossil-fuel 

CO2 , synthetic HFCs), anthropogenic emissions inventories are generally accurate to 

10% or better based on bottom-up inventory methods; however, emission estimates from 

the agriculture, forestry and other land-use sectors (AFOLU), particularly for N2O and 

CH4, have uncertainties typically 25% to 50% or larger.  Thus, inventory-based estimates 

of these anthropogenic emissions (i.e., SRES and RCP scenarios) have uncertainties that 

would hinder attribution of much of the observed GHG increase to human 

activities.  Scenarios within a set (e.g., RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, RCP8.5) are derived 

from independent models whose inventory-based emissions are generally inconsistent 

and thus are adjusted (i.e., indexed to an assumed PD value) so that all scenarios begin 

the integration period (year 2005 for RCPs) with consistent emissions.  Natural emissions 

are usually chosen to be constant and to exactly fill the gap between total emissions 

inferred from the model‚s adopted lifetime and the harmonized anthropogenic emissions, 

thus ensuring continuity with the observed abundances and trends at the start of the 

integration as in the IPCC TAR.  A method is proposed that assembles a list of key 

variables, critical to the calculation of atmospheric chemistry and the budgets of major 

non-CO2  greenhouse gases.  Values and uncertainties are derived from the current 

literature, and a method for combining their uncertainties, including correlations, is 

presented. A present-day atmospheric lifetime for CH4 of 9.1 y ± 0.9 y (1 std dev) and 

anthropogenic emissions of 350±32 Tg/y (64% of total emissions) is derived. A Monte-

Carlo calculation is used to project all these uncertainties onto future abundances using 

the RCP emissions. 
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HCFC-22 (CHClF2, chlorodifluoromethane) is an ozone-depleting substance (ODS) as well as 
a significant greenhouse gas (GHG). HCFC-22 has been used widely as a refrigerant fluid in 
cooling and air-conditioning equipment since the 1960s, and it has also served as a 
traditional substitute for some chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) controlled under the Montreal 
Protocol. A low frequency record on tropospheric HCFC-22 since the late 1970s is available 
from measurements of the Southern Hemisphere Cape Grim Air Archive (CGAA) and a few 
Northern Hemisphere air samples (mostly from Trinidad Head) using the Advanced Global 
Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) instrumentation and calibrations. Since the 1990s 
high-frequency, high-precision, in situ HCFC-22 measurements have been collected at these 
AGAGE stations. Since 1992, the Global Monitoring Division of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration/Earth System Research Laboratory (NOAA/ESRL) has also 
collected flasks on a weekly basis from remote sites across the globe and analyzed them for 
a suite of halocarbons including HCFC-22. Additionally, since 2006 flasks have been 
collected approximately daily at a number of tower sites across the US and analyzed for 
halocarbons and other gases at NOAA. All results show an increase in the atmospheric mole 
fractions of HCFC-22, and recent data show a growth rate of approximately 4% per year, 
resulting in an increase in the background atmospheric mole fraction by a factor of 1.7 from 
1995 to 2009. Using data on HCFC-22 consumption submitted to the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP), as well as an existing bottom-up emissions estimate, we 
first create globally-gridded a priori HCFC-22 emissions over the 15 yr since 1995. We then 
use the three-dimensional chemical transport model, Model for Ozone and Related Tracers 
version 4 (MOZART v4) and a Bayesian inverse method to estimate global as well as 
regional annual emissions. Our inversion indicates that the global HCFC-22 emissions have 
an increasing trend between 1995 and 2009. We further find a surge in HCFC-22 emissions 
in 2009 from developing countries in Asia – the largest emitting region including China and 
India. Globally, substantial emissions continue despite current phase-out of production and 
consumption in developed countries. 
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Spatially, temporally, and chemically processed emissions are a key input for air quality 

regulatory and management applications using global and regional chemical transport 

models.  However, the uncertainty of these input emissions is in most cases not well 

known.  Thus, resulting regulatory and air quality management emissions-control 

strategies may not be effective in practice due to lack of knowledge about emissions 

uncertainty.  Air quality model development may also suffer from lack of knowledge 

about emissions uncertainty if errors in model results are wrongly attributed to errors in 

input emissions, overlooking other sources of error such as process representations, 

numerical schemes, chemical boundary conditions, and input meteorological fields.  This 

paper focuses on the application of a quantitative method based on probabilistic analysis 

to characterize uncertainty and variability in the Canadian 2006 national criteria-air-

contaminant emissions inventory.  The work focuses on the emissions component of an 

emissions scenario modelling platform that was developed to support policy decisions 

related to air quality management in Canada.  Since this platform uses base-line and 

projected emissions data sets, there is a need for a systematic uncertainty assessment 

process.  An analysis of emissions annual totals by sector and by pollutant is presented 

first.  The methodology of the uncertainty and variability characterization is then 

described as well as some statistical background.  Finally, probabilistic simulation results 

from the quantitative method will be discussed and conclusions regarding the confidence 

in the emissions will be drawn. 
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Nitrous oxide is an important greenhouse gas and is a major ozone-depleting substance. 

To understand and quantify soil nitrous oxide emissions, we expanded the Community 

Land Model with prognostic Carbon and Nitrogen (CLM-CN) by inserting a module to 

estimate annually- and seasonally-varying nitrous oxide emissions between 1978 and 

2000. We evaluate our soil N2O emission estimates against existing emissions inventories, 

other process based model estimates, and observations from two forest sites in the 

Amazon and one in the United States. The model reproduces soil temperature and soil 

moisture relatively well, and it reconfirms the important relationship between N2O 

emissions and these parameters. The model also reproduces observations of N2O 

emissions well in the Amazonian forests but not during the winter in the USA. Applying 

this model to estimate the past 23 years of global soil N2O emissions, we find that there is 

a significant decrease in soil N2O emissions associated with drought and El Niño years. 

More study is necessary to quantify the high-latitude winter activity in the model in order 

to better understand the impact of future climate on N2O emissions and vice versa. 
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We developed an interoperable data server and web interface based on the web coverage 

server (WCS) protocol, which can be used to link and exchange information on gridded 

emission inventories, model data products, satellite data sets, and point observations. The 

system is in operation for routine delivery of daily forecasts and daily fire emissions from 

the European MACC (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate) project since 

2010, and the archive of model results from the first phase of the TFHTAP multi-model 

intercomparison project is also hosted in Jülich. The presentation will explain the concept 

of interoperable web services and indicate the potential future developments with 

relevance for the community-driven exchange of emission information. 
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Particulate carbonaceous matter (PCM) is found to constitute about 30% of PM10 levels at 

rural and natural background sites in Europe (eg Yttri et al., 2007). Recent reviews have 

highlighted the complexity of the carbonaceous aerosol both in terms composition and 

formation mechanisms (Hallquist et al.  2009), but over the last few years a number 

measurement results using tracer methods have become available which have started to 

shed light on the important sources of PCM in Europe (Gelencsér et al., 2007; Szidat et 

al., 2006, 2007, 2009). These studies have all highlighted two major sources of PCM: 

domestic wood-burning in wintertime, and biogenic secondary organic aerosol (BSOA) 

in summertime.  As emphasised in Simpson et al. (2007) and Bergström et al. (2012), 

model results for BSOA are extremely sensitive to a wide range of assumptions, with 

little bases for choosing between different approaches. A critical, but often forgotten 

aspect of this is that the input BVOC emissions to all BSOA calculations are still  very 

uncertain. In this talk we will discuss  the state of BVOC inventories in Europe, as seen 

from the perspective of large-scale chemical transport modelling within the European 

Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP). We will present results showing the 

sensitivity of modelled PCM to such uncertainties. We will also illustrate how source-

apportionment analysis of PCM can be used to discriminate between different SOA 

schemes, and to some extent constrain emissions and model possibilities. 
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Agricultural soils are the largest anthropogenic source of N2O and are estimated at the 

country scale most commonly using the IPCC Tier 1 EF approach. Tier 1 estimates for 

soil N2O are highly uncertain, because large spatial and temporal variations, caused by 

heterogeneity of soil chemical and physical composition together with variations in 

climate and soil management are not considered. To improve national emission 

inventories there is a need to move away from the default emission factors used in the 

IPCC‚s Tier 1 methodology to a more regionally specific approach using Tier 2 and Tier 

3 approaches and accommodate variability by localised emission factors that are 

underpinned by experimentation and modelling. This framework for research has been 

adopted in the UK by the DEFRA funded project ŒINVEN2ORY‚. N2O emission factors 

are developed for the dominant soil types, climate regions and land management options 

encountered in the UK for crops and grassland using static chambers. Upscaling from the 

plot to field and farm scale is aided by improved understanding of the spatial variability 

based on fast chamber and eddy covariance measurements, detailed knowledge of the 

underlying variables and process based modelling. This talk will summarise knowledge 

of the main variables responsible for the plot scale spatial and temporal variability of soil 

N2O emissions and will discuss the methods available to measure and monitor N2O 

fluxes. 
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The paper presents the Fire Assimilation System (FAS) jointly developed by Finnish 

Meteorological Institute and Russian State Hydrometeorological University within the 

IS4FIRES project. The system is based on remote-sensing products of MODIS and 

SEVIRI instruments: Temperature Anomalies and the Fire Radiative Power. The 

observed quantities ˆ the pixel absolute temperature and radiative emissivity ˆ are 

converted to emission fluxes via empirical emission factors. These factors are identified 

via dispersion simulations with the System for Integrated modeLling of Atmospheric 

coMpositrion (SILAM) followed by the comparison with in-situ and remote-sensing 

observations of the fire plumes. FAS utilizes the best of information of both instruments: 

high spatial resolution of MODIS and 15-minutes temporal resolution of SEVIRI. The 

resulting emission product has daily resolution with superimposed diurnal variation for 

each land-use type, covers the whole globe and zooms to the main fire regions with 

spatial resolution of 0.1 degree. The re-analysis of the MODIS observations was 

performed over the whole available period (2000-c.m.), which resulted in ~11 years of 

the daily fire emissions. We also estimated injection height of each fire and provided the 

space-resolving seasonal mean vertical profile of the fire emissions. The results are 

compared with other inventories, such as GFED, RETRO, and LPJ-GUESS datasets. It is 

shown that explicit calibration of the emission fluxes, compared to the approaches based 

on fuel load and combustion intensity, provide much higher emissions (a factor of a few 

times), which, however, results in better model-measurement comparison when the 

inventory is used in the dispersion simulations. 
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Air pollutants such as NOx and PM are mainly emitted by transportation sector. 

Therefore, it is important to estimate the amount of air pollutants emitted from 

transportation sector in order to evaluate the health impact of  these pollutants and to 

apply effective  countermeasures on them.  

 

In this research, emissions for GHG, SO2, NOx and PM2.5 by transportation sector in Asia 

were estimated. 

 

Generally, to estimate the emissions from transportation sector, transportation demand 

derived from statistics is multiplied by emission factors. However, there are a lot of 

absences and errors in transportation statistics. Therefore we applied the adjustment 

method to interpolate and correct data in transportation statistics on Asia and estimated 

national transportation demand. Next, regional transportation demand was estimated by 

downscaling with reference index such as stock quantity of passenger cars and road 

length in the region. Finally, transportation demand and emissions were attributed to 

individual segment of road and railway on GIS. 

 

In addition, future transportation demands and emissions were also estimated by using 

future scenario such as modal shift under low carbon society, and it was discussed change 

in transportation demands and emissions in Asia. 
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Methanol and formic acid, the simplest alcohol and carboxylic acid in the atmosphere, are 

directly emitted from anthropogenic activities, fire events and vegetation, as well as from 

photochemical sources. They are removed from the atmosphere through OH oxidation, 

and wet and dry deposition, and their global lifetime is estimated to 6 days for methanol 

and to 4 days for formic acid.  According to state-of-art estimates, the ocean and 

terrestrial biosphere account for two thirds of the total methanol source, whereas the 

contributions from human activities and biomass burning are minor. Plant emissions 

represent the major part of the methanol flux from terrestrial ecosystems, but the 

uncertainty regarding the magnitude and localization of this source is very large, ranging 

between 100 and 300 Tg on an annual basis. Formic acid is a ubiquitous trace gas in air 

and precipitation and a major contributor to rain acidity in remote environments. Its 

sources, however, are far from being fully understood, as testify severe underpredictions 

of observed formic acid concentrations in earlier global modelling studies, spotting the 

existence of unaccounted sources.   New insights into our understanding of methanol and 

formic acid atmospheric cycle are brought forward by newly acquired measurements of 

tropospheric columns retrieved from the IASI thermal infrared satellite sounder. In this 

communication, we report our findings from two source inversion studies of methanol 

and formic acid emissions performed using the IMAGESv2 CTM constrained by one 

complete year of satellite column measurements from IASI. The optimized global 

methanol source is estimated to about 100 Tg on a yearly basis, with significant emission 

decreases compared to the bottom-up inventory inferred over tropical rainforests and 

unexpectedly high flux strengths in arid environments. The IASI column data suggest an 

annual formic acid source about three times higher than estimated from known sources, 

with a biogenic contribution of about 90%, mostly from tropical and boreal forests. We 

investigate the implications of the large formic source on precipitation acidity on the 

global scale. The resulting fluxes are extensively evaluated against previous modelling 

work, available aircraft and in situ independent measurements.  
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Atmospheric methane concentrations are mainly determined by the interplay between 

surface emissions and the chemical oxidation of CH4 by the OH radical. OH is the most 

important tropospheric oxidant and reacts with a large number of chemical species. 

Therefore, the simulated CH4 burden does not only depend on the applied CH4 emission 

dataset, but via OH chemistry also on the emission inventories of other trace species like 

VOCs, CO or NOx. Here we present results form transient model simulations covering 

the time period 1975-2005 with the chemistry-climate model SOCOL. SOCOL is a 

middle atmosphere CCM, covering the atmosphere from the surface up to approx. 80 km. 

The chemistry scheme considers full stratospheric chemistry, tropospheric background 

chemistry (NOx-HOx-CH4-CO-O3) as well as a condensed isoprene oxidation 

mechanism. The lower boundary condition for CH4 has been changed from prescribed 

mixing ratios to emission fluxes. Available datasets for CH4 emissions from diff 

erent source categories like natural wetlands, biomass burning and anthropogenic 

sources  show considerable differences, not only in the total amount, but also in the 

interannual variability and the temporal evolution. We performed a set of model 

simulation using various emission inventories, e.g. EDGAR or GFED.  Until the 

beginning of the 1990s the model reproduces the observed development of atmospheric 

CH4 concentrations very well, including annual cycle, interhemispheric gradient and 

trend. During the 1990s the model simulates a more or less pronounced decrease in the 

atmospheric CH4 burden, depending on the applied anthropogenic CH4 emission dataset, 

while observations indicate a further, but alleviated increase. Possible reasons for that 

discrepancy are shortcomings in the applied anthropogenic emission dataset, 

underestimated emissions from other CH4 sources like natural wetlands, or an 

overstimated chemical CH4 sink via the OH radical which might be related to NOx and 

CO emissions. 
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Methane is the most important greenhouse gas directly associated with the agricultural 

sector. In Switzerland, the national emission estimates for the national inventory report 

are based on emission factors. Hence, the uncertainty of national estimates is related to 

the uncertainty of the emission factors, the uncertainty of cattle stock estimates, and the 

uncertainty of emissions from neglected sources, which can add up to a large total 

uncertainty of methane emission estimate. To improve the inventory estimates, direct 

field validation of regional-scale exchanges of methane are needed. For assessing the 

source strength of a typical agricultural site, we measured methane concentrations in the 

lower atmosphere applying a tethered balloon system combined with continuous profile 

measurements along a guy-wired 10-m mast at the ETH research station in Chamau 

(Canton Zug, Switzerland). In combination with environmental variables, the 

concentrations were measured by a fast methane gas analyzer (Los Gatos Research Inc., 

USA). Additionally, a small aircraft measured concentrations up to 3000 m a.s.l. In order 

to quantify methane emissions, height-dependent fluxes can be calculated using the 

boundary layer budgeting approach. The resulting budget fluxes revealed a much higher 

spatial and temporal variability than preliminarily expected.  The flux pattern followed a 

clear diurnal course with high accumulation of methane during night and a strong 

outmixing into the convective boundary layer during the day. During night, when strong 

subsidence and stable stratification were dominating, the emissions from the agricultural 

sector (e.g. ruminants, manure) contributed most to the flux budget. However, the 

different source terms did not contribute equally to the whole budget. Hence, further 

assumptions on their dependency on driving processes have to be made to compare them 

to the inventory estimates. Nevertheless, such field measurements are an integral part 

inthe validation of the inventory estimates and contribute to the improvement of bottom-

up methodologies. 
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Non-exhaust traffic induced emissions are a major source of particle mass in most 

European countries. This is particularly important in Nordic and Alpine countries where 

winter time road traction maintenance occurs, e.g. salting and sanding, and where studded 

tyres are used. Modelling these emissions is a challenging task as they are sensitive to 

environmental factors such as road surface moisture as well as road maintenance 

activities (salting and sanding) and tyre and vehicle types. The ability to model these 

emissions is desirable as this provides the potential for more effective road management 

and the assessment of mitigation strategies. Quantification of the impact of salting and 

sanding activities is also important for European AQ Directive applications as these 

emissions can be removed before considering compliance.   

 

The NORTRIP model builds upon existing road dust emission models, combined with 

field and laboratory measurements, to develop a more comprehensive and generalised 

process based model description of the non-exhaust emissions. By making it a process 

based model one has more options for assessing different control measures in a wide 

range of environments as it is not site specific. The model is comprehensive and needs 

single line source resolution, but has the potential of being used in bottom up emission 

inventories for upscaling to regional gridded emissions.  

 

Presentation will be made of the current status of the modelling, briefly describing the 

processes and their parameterisations. The performance of the model will be illustrated 

using example applications which will show how a more detailed description of the 

emissions has been used in an attempt to explain and validate the effect of mitigation 

policy. Two examples of applications are; showing the effect of reduced speed limits in 

Oslo, and the studded tyre ban at Hornsgatan in Stockholm.  
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The main drivers of climate change are anthropogenic activities like fossil fuel burning, 

agriculture, land-use and land-use change. The results among the studies describing the 

remaining CO2  concentration in the atmosphere differ from each other, even for the past 

years. This leads to the necessity to generate a consolidated CO2  emission data set 

considering most up-to-date information and correlations describing the anthropogenic 

activity. The FP7 project CARBONES aims at delivering a complete reanalysis of carbon 

fluxes over the globe and Europe for years 1980 to 2010. This document describes the 

part of the CARBONES project, which deals with the CO2  emissions over the globe and 

also Europe.  

 

For the global spatial distribution in particular for a reanalysis, it is assumed that EDGAR 

4.2 delivers the most up-to-date information with the highest spatial resolution of 0.1° x 

0.1°. Therefore, the gridded EDGAR 4.2 CO2 CO2  emissions are used as input for the 

tem-poral distribution over the globe. Based on the gridded and sectoral distinguished 

ED-GAR 4.2 emissions, it is possible to apply country and sector specific time profiles 

de-rived by IER. The method is to combine annual EDGAR 4.2 emissions with (sector, 

country, month and year specific) monthly profiles and (country, sector and day specific) 

daily profiles and also with (country, day, hour and time zone specific) hourly profiles 

(see fig. 1). The derivation of the described time profiles will be on the basis of statistical 

data sets as well as correlations. Examples for statistical data sets are e.g. UN monthly 

bulletin, Eurostat, ASA, etc. The most important correlation is the temperature 

dependency of the energy consumption respectively fuel use of the energy supply, 

industrial processes and in particular the residential heating. 
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A new model based on the most recent proxy data sets has been developed for compiling 

spatially high resolved emission data sets for the EU27 plus EFTA countries (Switzerland, 

Liechtenstein, Norway and Iceland), including the 12 nautic mile zones. The basic 

resolution of this model is 1km x 1km. On base of this resolution data sets with lower 

resolutions, e.g. 5km x 5 km have been compiled. On base of this reprojected data sets for 

other projections than the modell projection (European Terrestrial Reference System 

(1989) - Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area Coordinate Reference System projection 

(ETRS_1989_LAEA_52N_10E) can be generated with small deviations. Maps of 

emission releases to air for the pollutants NOX, SO2 , NH3, PM10, CO and CO2  from 

sources related to industrial, non-industrial combustion, road transport, domestic and 

international navigation, domestic aviation and agricultural activities have been compiled 

for the European E-PRTR system (http://prtr.ec.europa.eu/Diff useSourcesAir.aspx). The 

gridded emissions presented have being processed using a consistent methodology 

developed at EU level on the basis of the latest scientific knowledge for the compilation 

of the maps of diffuse emissions released into air. The model is at moment under further 

development for the whole European domain. The most recent model results will be 

presented and additionally results of comparison with national data sets from UK and the 

Netherlands as well with the global emission model EDGAR.  
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Wildfires are an important source of traces gases and particles, that may impact air 

quality locally, but also on regional to global scales due to the long-range transport of the 

emitted pollution plumes. In Europe, regulations and public information have helped 

reduce the number of fires in the past decades, but thousands of hectares are burned every 

summer, especially in Eastern Europe and the Southern states. The additional emissions 

therefore need to be accounted for in air quality analysis and forecasts. Here, we present 

an analysis of fire variability in the most impacted areas of the Euro-Mediterranean 

region, based on observations of burnt scars and fire intensity from the MODIS and 

SERIVI satellite instruments for the 2000-2010 time period. We then present the regional 

fire emission inventory developed as part of the APIFLAME project 

(www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/apiflame) for both reanalysis and forecasting purposes. 

Based on area burned and active fire detection, emissions are calculated using vegetation 

carbon contents from the ORCHIDEE model, and emission factors for all relevant trace 

gases and aerosols. A full evaluation of these emissions and the subsequent modeling of 

fire plume transport are performed for the case study of the summer of 2007, a record-

breaking fire year in several regions. Simulations using the CHIMERE regional 

chemistry-transport model are undertaken and compared to satellite observations of trace 

gases (IASI, OMI) and aerosols (MODIS, PARASOL, CALIPSO), as well as surface 

observation networks. We finally discuss the impact of fires on surface ozone and PM 

concentrations in the Euro-Mediterranean region as simulated by the CHIMERE model, 

and the implications for air quality forecasts.  
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The workshop on GMES and Emission Inventories was held on the 10‐11 October 2011, 

in the EEA building in Copenhagen, Denmark. With about 45 participants, this workshop 

brought together the emission inventory, satellite observation, in‐situ observation and 

atmospheric modeling communities. This with the aim to showcase existing collaboration 

and activities as well as to highlight options where in the near future inventories could 

support GMES services and where GMES services and other observational datasets could 

improve emission inventory information for science and policy. 

 

This presentation will synthesize the conclusions and discussions that where held during 

the workshop and will make suggestions how to improve understanding, assessment and 

decision making on atmospheric emissions (air pollutants and greenhouse gases) and to 

list requirements on how to improve the linkages between observation datasets and 

emission and modeling communities. 
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Fires are a major source of trace gases and aerosols to the atmosphere. The amount of 

biomass burned is becoming better known, most importantly due to improved burned area 

datasets. The partitioning of biomass burned into emitted trace gases and aerosols, 

however, has received relatively little attention. To convert estimates of biomass burned 

to trace gas and aerosol emissions, most studies have used emission ratios (or emission 

factors [EFs]) based on the arithmetic mean of field measurement outcomes, stratified by 

biome. However, EFs vary substantially in time and space, even within a single biome, 

and in addition it is unknown whether the measurement locations provide a representative 

sample for the various biomes. Here we present CO emissions estimates based on 6 

different EF scenarios with spatial and temporal variability, implemented in the Global 

Fire Emissions Database (GFED). We used the TM5 model to transport these different 

emission fields and investigate how including spatial and temporal variability in EFs 

impact CO mixing ratios over regions important from a biomass burning perspective.  
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Increasingly during the last 15 years, the eddy covariance (EC) method has been applied 

in urban environments to quantify fluxes of CO2, trace gases and aerosols. The method 

has many advantages over other approaches. It is a direct measure of the flux that 

includes all sources and sinks, is in situ, non-intrusive, quasi-continuous and with proper 

selection of the footprint can represent a large upwind extent similar to the size of a 

neighborhood. This presentation reviews the basic principles and requirements of the EC 

method, discusses its application in the urban context, and summarizes observations from 

over 30 EC systems, primarily instrumented to measure CO2 fluxes. Emphasis is given to 

its application for evaluating emissions inventories, which usually are based on bottom-

up approaches that account for emission factors and activity data, whose associated errors 

can result in large uncertainties.  For example, results from two studies in Mexico City 

show that measured CO2 fluxes were generally in agreement with the emissions inventory, 

contrary to fluxes of several organic species, such as toluene and benzene, which were 

lower. Accurate estimations of anthropogenic emissions, soil respiration and human 

breathing contributions together with EC CO2 flux observations can help to determine the 

role of urban vegetation in the carbon cycle of urban ecosystems. A recent study in 

Singapore suggests that vegetation captures in average 7% of the total CO2 emissions 

from a densely populated neighborhood. Finally, the need of transferring the EC 

methodology to local monitoring networks is highlighted.   
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Oceangoing ships transport about 90% of world trade, and seaborne trade has increased 

by ~5% per year in the past decade. Global ship traffic is currently not regulated under 

international treaties and ships are still allowed to burn low-grade bunker fuel. As a result, 

ships emit large quantities of nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2). These emissions lead 

to ozone and particulate matter formation, detrimental to air quality in densely populated 

coastal regions close to the ship lanes. Previous studies showed that global ship NOx 

emission inventories amount to 3.0-10.4 Tg N/yr (15-30% of total NOx emissions). In 

order to improve our understanding of coastal air quality, we need to reduce the 

uncertainties in ship emission inventories. In this study we use high spatial resolution 

satellite measurements from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) to provide top-

down constraints on ship NOx emissions in Europe. We improved the model description 

of physical and chemical mechanisms of ship emissions (using a plume-in-grid approach) 

in the nested version of the GEOS-Chem model (0.5 x0.667 ) to simulate tropospheric 

NO2 columns for 2005-2006. We use these high-resolution GEOS-Chem profiles to 

replace the coarse a priori (TM4) vertical NO2 profiles (2 x3 ) in the OMI retrieval 

(DOMINO v2.0).  This ensures consistency between the retrievals and model simulations. 

GEOS-Chem simulations show remarkable quantitative agreement with the observed 

OMI columns over Europe (R2=0.89, RMS differences < 0.2x10^15 molec. cm-2), 

providing confidence in the ability of the model to simulate European NO2 pollution. We 

proceed and compare simulated and observed columns over the busy Cairo-Rotterdam 

ship lane. Our comparisons suggest that both the AMVER-ICOADS and EMEP emission 

inventories underestimate NOx emissions for this ship route. We use our constraints to 

improve these inventories, with important implications for air quality modeling in coastal 

regions.  
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European SO2  emissions from large points sources (LPS) were cross-checked with 

satellite SO2   measurements from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) satellite 

sensor, averaged over a period of several years. Coordinates of the top 100 individual 

LPS in UNECE Europe were taken from the TNO point source database and 

corresponding OMI SO2  plots (~ 100 x 100 km) were made. From the top 10 emitters in 

the LPS database, only ~50% were clearly identifiable. To interpret this surprising 

mismatch we compiled corresponding OMI NO2 plots and investigated on a plant by 

plant basis. This supported various improvements in the representation of LPS in the 

emission inventory. Some plants had shifted. from coal to gas and were no longer (large) 

SO2  emitters but could be clearly identified in the OMI NO2 retrievals. In some cases the 

coordinates of the LPS were incorrect or allocation of emission to a LPS within the 

country was incorrect. In the latter case, the national SO2  emission was maintained but 

the location of emission should be adjusted. It was previously demonstrated that 

individual sources (or multiple sources within 50 km) with annual SO2  emissions greater 

than about 70 kT y-1 produce a statistically significant signal in 5-year averaged OMI 

data. When we used this threshold to verify the European Pollutant Release and Transfer 

Register (E-PRTR) reported emissions, most plants with emissions larger than 50-70 kT 

y-1 could be identified. The use of OMI SO2  retrievals is a promising tool for monitoring 

and identification of LPS emissions, especially in regions were high quality emission data 

is missing. However, we also established that in the case of Europe LPS are only 25-30% 

of the total annual SO2 emission ˆ hence the strength is in combination of traditional 

emission inventory approaches with novel satellite retrieval interpretations.  
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Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are important precursor compounds for the 

formation of ozone and other secondary organic aerosols. Anthropogenic sources of 

VOCs are dominated by industrial usage and transportation sources, the latter being 

extremely important in urban areas. Exceedances of ozone air quality standards are a 

problem in many urban areas. Improvements in the modelling of ozone precursors would 

benefit our understanding of the effect of changes in emissions and future legislation on 

air quality. As many VOCs are extremely reactive in the atmosphere and have high ozone 

forming potential, improved speciation of VOCs in models could lead to better 

predictions of ozone levels and secondary organic aerosol formation.  Previously, VOC 

and carbon monoxide (CO) data from urban areas around the world were compared. 

Significant differences in VOC concentrations were observed, however, when normalized 

to CO, the VOC-CO ratios were similar for many locations and over time, even as 

emission reductions were implemented. The largest variation was found in the lighter 

alkanes due to the use of alternative transportation fuels in various world regions. Ratios 

from some rural areas are now also compared.  The ratios from the urban areas were 

grouped by region and used to develop a new speciation for surface emissions of VOCs, 

by applying the regional observed VOC-CO ratios to the CO emissions for the urban 

areas. Urban areas were defined as 150 inhabitants per km2 or greater.  Model 

simulations were performed using the MOZART-4 chemistry transport model to assess 

the improved speciation of the VOC emissions. The model outputs were compared to 

urban observational data where available. The impact of the new speciation of the 

distribution of CO, OH and ozone at the global scale will be discussed. This study is 

being developed within the framework of the European projects CityZen, MACC, and 

PEGASOS. 
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The Middle East region, which is a significant source for photochemical air pollution and 

a place for dust storm activities, is facing today serious air pollution problems. In this 

region, local inventory data are sparse and the development of an emission inventory is a 

challenge. In Lebanon, a small developing country in the Middle East region, data on air 

pollution are sketchy and the development of an emission inventory is an essential step to 

develop efficient emission control strategies to decrease air pollution levels. Accordingly, 

a temporally-resolved and spatially-distributed emission inventory was developed for 

Lebanon to provide quantitative information for air pollution studies as well as for use as 

input to air quality models. This inventory covers major anthropogenic and biogenic 

sources in the region with 5 km spatial resolution for Lebanon and 1 km spatial resolution 

for its capital city Beirut and its suburbs. The results obtained for CO, NOx, SO2 , VOC, 

NH3, PM10 and PM2.5 show some differences with previous estimates. Emissions show 

different temporal and spatial patterns depending on the source categories. Major source 

contributions are on-road traffic (particularly in Beirut) and industry (particularly in Zouk 

Mikael, Jieh, Chekka, and Selaata). Pollutant ratios (CO/NOx and PM10/PM2.5) obtained 

from the emission inventory and ambient measurements are compared and major sources 

of uncertainty are identified. 
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Ambient-measured BC/CO ratios offer additional constraints to evaluate BC emissions as 

the ratios differ by combustion type and condition, but the influence of atmospheric 

processes, particularly wet deposition, needs be quantified. In this study, we use the 

observed mass concentrations of BC and their correlations with CO at Miyun, a rural site 

near Beijing, during the non-heating seasons of 2010 (April to October), to constrain BC 

emission estimate for North China Plain (NCP) through a 3-D chemical transport model 

(GEOS-Chem). BC has moderate to strong positive correlations with CO (R2=0.51) at 

the site. The model captures the observed temporal variability of BC (R = 0.7), but 

underestimates BC concentrations by 22%. The rate of decrease of the BC/CO ratio with 

increasing precipitation is about a factor of two slower in the model than in the 

observations, suggesting the need of more efficient wet removal process of BC in the 

model. We estimate that wet removal contributes to a positive bias of +19% in simulating 

BC concentrations, while the model¡¯s resolution introduces a negative bias of -11%. 

After quantifying these two types of model biases, we estimate that the bottom-up 

inventory of Zhang et al. [2009] used in the model underestimates BC emissions from 

NCP by about 33%. The difference is most likely to be attributed to the industry or 

transportation sector.  
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Air quality modeling is a useful methodology to evaluate air quality situation in various 

locations, to analyze effectiveness of emission control measures, and to provide air 

quality related information services. Multiple emission inventories with various spatio-

temporal resolutions are necessary in support of many different air quality modeling 

applications.  We, therefore, have developed comprehensive multi-scale modeling 

emission inventories in support of regional, local, and micro-scale air quality modeling 

applications. Zhang et al.(2009) and Streets et al.(2003) inventories were merged to 

generate a base year anthropogenic Asian emissions inventory. The SMOKE system was 

used to process anthropogenic emissions in regional scale(a.k.a SMOKE-Asia). In 

addition to regional emissions, we also developed smaller scale emission inventories in 

support of local to micro scale modeling. Two emission processing systems, one for Asia 

and the other for South Korea, were linked to improve modeling emissions inventory 

from regional to local scale. SMOKE-Asia for Asia and KEI-EIPS for South Korea were 

selected for the integration because both were developed base on SMOKE emission 

modeling system. A micro-scale emissions inventory near to Konkuk university in Seoul, 

Korea was established in support of a CFD-based micro-scale air quality modeling and 

information services. Several new techniques including camera-based near-real time 

emissions estimation and 3D building GIS-based emission allocation were developed in 

support of fine scale modeling. The emission processing/modeling procedure and result 

for above mentioned research works will be presented at the meeting. 
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We will present estimates of the reductions in CO and CO2  emissions resulting from the 

control measures on the Beijing transportation sector taken during the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics. This study used MOPITT (Measurements Of Pollution In The Troposphere) 

multispectral satellite measurements of near&#8208;surface CO along with 

WRF&#8208;Chem (Weather Research and Forecasting model with Chemistry) 

simulations for Beijing during August, 2007 and 2008 to estimate changes in CO due to 

meteorology and emissions. Using fractional changes in the emissions inventory 

transportation sector along with a reported CO/CO2  emission ratio for Beijing vehicles, 

we find the corresponding reduction in CO2  emissions. We then compare this reduction 

to target CO2  emissions in the RCP (representative concentration pathway) scenarios 

being considered for the IPCC AR5 (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 5th 

Assessment Report). Our result suggests that urban traffic controls could play a 

significant role in meeting target reductions for global CO2  emissions, even for the most 

aggressive control scenario (RCP2.6). 
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Significant uncertainties exist in the global methane emissions budget (e.g., Dlugokencky 

2011). For example, the recent 6 PPB / year increase in methane since 2006 has not been 

well explained although it is thought that variations in tropical wetlands due to rainfall 

variability play a role (e.g., Dlugokencky et al., GRL 2009; Bloom et al., Science 

2010).  In this presentation we use new Aura TES measurements of global mid-

tropospheric methane and CO along with in situ measurements of methane and CO from 

the HIPPO campaign to place constraints on tropical methane emissions. We compare the 

large-scale latitudinal and longitudinal gradients as observed by TES methane estimates 

with that from the GEOS-Chem model to evaluate the distribution of tropical wetland 

emissions.  Enhanced methane is also observed relative to the GEOS-Chem model by the 

TES data and HIPPO in tropical bio-mass burning outflow regions; we compare the 

CH4/CO ratios as measured by TES and HIPPO to those from the GEOS-Chem model to 

estimate the CH4/CO emission ratios for these fires. 
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Model for Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature ˆ MEGAN has been applied on 

the domain of central Europe in order to evaluate amounts and temporal evolution of 

biogenic VOC emissions in this region. Model is driven by meteorological preprocessor 

WRF in the horizontal spatial resolution of 3x3 km and temporal resolution of 1 hour. 

Input normalized emission map for isoprene has been created on the basis of land 

use/land cover map which describes most of the forest ecosystems in details of single tree 

species. Land use/land cover map is a compilation of data from the GHG AFOLU project 

(JRC, Ispra, Italy) and USGS Euroasia. Emission potentials for land use/land cover 

categories were taken from literature. Input maps provided by NCAR with MEGAN 

model were used for simulation of monoterpene and oxygenated VOC fluxes.   Model 

runs were performed with MEGAN v2.04 and v2.1 over one annual period (2009) and 

summer season in 2010. Modeled VOC emission fluxes from both runs were compared 

with results of european project NatAir which also focused on estimation of biogenic 

VOCs in Europe. Furthermore, results of MEGAN model were compared to data from 

field campaign that took place at experimental forest station Bily kriz in north-eastern 

part of the Czech Republic. The campaign focused on measurements of concentration of 

several monoterpene species. Monoterpene concentrations were transformed to 

monoterpene fluxes using eddy covariance measurements that are being performed at the 

site as well. 
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Developing an understanding of China¡¯s anthropogenic emissions has largely relied on 

bottom-up approaches that aggregate activity data and emission factors. Bottom-up 

inventories have been developed for China during past two decades and several regional 

and national emission inventory datasets were available. However, bottom-up inventory 

in China is still thought to be highly uncertain due to lack of detailed statistical data and 

local emission factor measurements, etc. This talk will cover several aspects of recent 

efforts in our group for continuously improving bottom-up emission inventory in China. 

We implemented an improved technology-based methodology to estimate anthropogenic 

emissions in China, in order to be able to reflect the types of technology presently 

operating in China. We also developed a regional emission processing system to convert 

annual emission inventory to model-ready emission data. With improved methodology, 

we have developed an open access dataset of anthropogenic emissions in China for the 

period of 1990-2010. 
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The combination of two satellite instruments (OMI and SCIAMACHY) provides high 

quality space-borne measurements for the trend analysis of sulfur dioxide (SO2) column 

density. An improved product of SO2  retrievals from these two satellites was derived 

with the consistent local air mass factor (AMF) algorithm which converts the line-of-

sight ¡®slant¡¯ columns to vertical columns for the period of 2003-2010. The local AMF 

was calculated using altitude-dependent scattering weights computed from a radiative 

transfer model (LIDORT) with state-of-art a priori parameters, weighted by relative 

vertical SO2  profiles (shape factor) determined locally with a global atmospheric 

chemical model (GEOS-Chem). The derived vertical columns and modeled vertical SO2  

profiles were compared to measurements from aircraft campaigns in China. Trends of the 

long-term SO2  columns showed discrepancies between different regions in China: SO2  

columns increased fast during 2003-2007 and then decreased by ~30% in 2010 in North 

China Plain; continuous increase of SO2  columns were found in Southwest of China with 

only a slight decrease in 2008 due to the global economic recession. The trends of SO2  

columns were further compared to a unit-based power plant emission inventory to 

evaluate the effectiveness of power plant SO2  emission reductions related to the wide-

spread installations of flue-gas desulfurization (FGD) devices since 2005 in China. The 

combinations of NO2 and SO2  measurements were used to examine the operation and 

efficiency of the FGD devices in power plants. 

 
 


